




PREFACE

In wri ting this monograph about
astronomical eyepieces Chris Lord has
carried out a signal se rvice for
astronomers, be they amateur or pro-
fessional.

Information on eyepieces is difficult to
obtain as it is well scattered. Much
that was available in the first half of
this century seems to have leant heav-
ily on the articles Optics & Telescopes
in the 9th  Edi tion of  the
Encyclopaedia Britannica c1892!  All
we seemed to read before the 1950’s
w e re descriptions of Huyghenian ;
Ramsden; Kellner; Orthoscopic, and,
p e rhaps, solid eyepieces. In 1953
Horace Selby,  writing in Amateur
Telescope Making:  Book Thre e
brought out a paper in which he gave
detailed descriptions of  more than
forty different eyepieces - many of
which had been used during the
Second World War on advanced optical
equipment. This was a watershed -
but it was half a century ago .
Nowadays when computers are so
cheap and the software so powerful it
is easy to forget the skill, knowledge,
and perhaps even genius of the early
optical designers. Doing a single exact
ray trace through an optical system
may well have taken an hour whereas
hundreds of rays can now be traced in
a tiny fraction of a second. One can
almost instantly see the effect s o f
changing a parameter in a multi-ele-
ment syste m. In  the U.K.  optica l
design was dominated by the methods
of Prof. Conrady of Imperial College,
London.  In the 1930’s the young
Horace Dall mastered these methods -
and much else besides. Soon he was
designing and making h igh power
m i c roscope objectives that out-per-
formed anything commercially avail-
able.

In the late 1960’s, when I was Head of
the Optical Department of
Astronomical Equipment Ltd., I would
take any available new eyepiece to
Horace Dall who would dismantle it
and produce a detailed optical pre-
scription. These test reports were not
published, as Selby had done - he did
however write an article suitable for
the non-specialist in the 1963
Yearbook of Astronomy. A sli ghtly
modified version appeared in  the
Journal of the British Astronomical
Association, 1969. He would design
and make specialist eyepieces when
the need arose. His extensive note-
books are now in an archive in the
Science Museum. There are rich pick-
ings there for some future historian of
science. Since Horace Dall died in
1986 development of eyepieces has
gone on apace, greatly aided by the
computer revolution. Maybe it will not
be too long before eyepieces incorpo-
rating aspheric plastic elements are
avai lable at a reasonable cost.
Certainly designs have come a great
distance since the Huyghenian and
Ramsden were the best available - but
the perfect eyepiece is some distance
away; and it will only be perfect when
married to the right objective.

Chris Lord’s r ecognition that it was
the development of the camera lens
and the micr oscope objective in the
latter half of the C19th that drove for-
ward eyepiece design, that and the
new glasses from Schott, indicates
what  surel y happened. It took a
Conrady or a Dall to take time out
from designing photographic lenses
and microscope objectives to improve
eyepieces. Let us hope that this mono-
graph may inspire others to turn their
hand to improving eyepiece design.

E.J. HYSOM F.R.A.S., February 1997
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FOREWARD

Since its invention in the early C17th the
astronomical telescope has undergone
many fundamental design changes, mod-
ifications and on occaisions a complete
rethink. However it is not only the tele-
s c o p e ’s  ob jective that has been
improved. In the quest to obtain the very
best from the objective, the eyepiece has
also evolved to a degree of complexity
that rivals many camera lenses.

And it is not only newcomers to astrono-
my who find the plethora of currently
available eyepiece  types somewhat
bewildering. Eyepiece design has devel-
oped apace during the past quarter of a
century, and many seasoned observers
possess but the sketchiest understanding
of recent designs and how their perform-
ance compares to the older and more
familiar types with which they grew up.
There are also a good many commonly
held misconceptions concerning familiar
eyepiece  designs,  and e rroneous
assumptions about their modern counter-
parts. Many of these misconceptions are
repeated across several generations of
astronomical texts.

In describing the vast majority of the eye-
piece types one is likely to come across
and their properties, I have endeavoured
to fill a void in the literature upon tele-
scope usage. Much of this information is
hidden away in obscure non-astronomical
publications, even more scattered across
long out-of-print reference books.

I have intentionally omitted coverage of
erecting, variable power or zoom eye-
pieces, more common in binoculars and
terrestrial spotting telescopes. This is not
to say these supplementary accessories
do not have a useful role in observation;
however one has to draw the line some-
where and in describing most fixed focus
inverting eyepieces, telescope users will
find this a useful guide.

Where  circumstances warran t I have
exp ressed my own personal op in ions
about some designs, particularly those
adve rtised  in American magazines. I
make no apology for this. They are my
own views based upon my experience in
using most of the eyepiece  types I
describe, but they are not universally
held, and I leave it to the reader to make
up his or her own mind based on all the
available evidence. This is preferable to
blindly following advertising “hype”.  One
will learn a very biased little from the blan-
dishments of salesmen, and the amateur
whose knowledge of the topic is based
mainly on dealer catalogues in fact knows
less than little. Nor are the so called
“review” articles in American magazines
as wholly objective as they would like to
imply, such is the power of the advertiser
upon whose revenue and good will the
publisher is almost entirely dependent.

One of the most significant points one can
make regarding objective-eyepiece com-
binations is that just because a particular
eyepiece works well with one telescope
does not mean it will necessarily work
equally well with another. That is why
some  observers, the author included,
continue to acquire different eyepieces as
and when the opportunity arises. It is a
fascinating Cinderella subject, neglected
by practically every observing and tele-
scope handbook.

Read, learn and enjoy.

C.J.R. LORD B.Ed.,F.R.A.S.
BRAYEBROOK OBSERVATORY
MARCH 1996
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INTRODUCTION

Of equal importance in the astronomi-
cal telescope to the objective, is the
eyepiece, and yet despite a wealth of
technical information written about the
former, little has been written about
eyepieces per sé. The aberrations of the
objective are rarely viewed in isolation,
and it is not generally appreciated that
in most circumstances it is the aberra-
tions of the eyepiece which predomi-
nate.

In this monograph it is my intention to
rectify this omission and acquaint
readers with the specific properties of
many different inverting eyepiece types 
that have been designed over the past
three centuries.

The evolution of the inverting eyepiece
has been one of increasing field of view
and eye r elief whilst simultaneously
st riving to reduce aberrati ons that
restrict that field of view. As well as
providing ray path schematics of the
most well known types to accompany
their descriptions, the author has also
drawn a family tree showing the devel-
opment of all the different types in
broad terms, and how they relate to
each other. Readers will find it helpful
to refer to this diagram when consult-
ing the individual eyepiece descrip-
tions.
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The important basic optical properties of an astronomical eyepiece are its focal length,
apparent field of view and eye relief. When fitted to a particular telescope it will be afflict-
ed by various aberrations and exhibit the following characteristics to some extent or
another:
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a) longitudinal chromatic aberration
b) chromatic inequality of magnification (lateral colour)
c) spherical aberration
d) coma
e) astigmatism
f) field curvature
g) distortion
h) spherical aberration of the exit pupil
i) internal reflections (ghost images)

Because optical aberrations ‘a’ thru’ ‘e’ are proportional to the diameter of the exit pupil,
the longer the focal length the more pronounced they become.
Eye relief is given by:

where bfl is the eyepiece back focal length. It increases with the focal ratio of the objec-
tive, i.e. as the focal ratio becomes faster.

a) Longitudinal chromatic aberration is a first order aberration in which the final
image does not lie in a single plane. An undercorrected eyepiece will have a longer effec-
tive focal length in red light, an overcorrected eyepiece a longer effective focal length in
blue light.

b) Chromatic inequality of magnification is a consequence of ‘a’, where the image is
magnified by slightly dif ferent amounts at different wavelengths. When the image is dis-
placed towards the field stop, lateral colour manifests itself, red inwards in undercor-
rected types and blue inwards in overcorrected types. It is therefore possible to detect the
colour correction of an eyepiece by examining the colour fringing around the field stop
when it is held up to a white light source and placing the eye at the eye point. If the field
stop is fringed with red light the eyepiece is undercorrected, and if fringed with blue light,
overcorrected.

c) Spherical aberration is suppressed in multi-element  designs, but it is present in
single or two element designs to some extent or another. The faster the focal ratio of the
objective the more objectionable spherical aberration, if present, becomes, increasing as
the square of the f/no.

d & e) Coma and astigmatism are of f axis aberrations. In aplanatic (ref.p23) eye-
piece designs coma is well suppressed, and in orthoscopic designs both coma and astig-
matism.  However in wide angle designs it is not possible to corr ect both distortion and
astigmatism in the outfield. Because, in astronomical applications, distortion is judged
to be less objectionable, astigmatism is suppressed at its expense. Both astigmatism and
coma occur in combination and manifest themselves by an assymetric appearance of the
Airy disc.

Er =
bfl.Fe 2

F
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f) Curvature of the focal surface in the absence of astig,matism is called the Petzval
surface. Most telescope objectives and positive eyepieces have positive Petzval field cur-
vature. In the absence of astigmatism the image of a point source is formed on a curved
surface. If astigmatism is introduced the focal surface moves away from the Petzval sur-
face towards the Guassian image plane (perpendicular to the optical axis). As it does so
however the best focus deteriorates since its quality depends on the magnitude of the
astigmatism alone. Thus, whilst the out-of-focus associated with Petzval field curvature
is reduced, the astigmatism is increased.

g) Distortion is analogous to inequality of magnification with field radius. Positive
distortion is referred to as pincushion and negative distortion is referred to as barrel dis-
tortion. Distortion is well suppressed in orthoscopic designs. It is not possible to simul-
taneously correct coma and distortion at the same field radius.

h) Not strictly an optical aberration, spherical aberration of the exit pupil manifests
itself by all light pencils not crossing the optical axis at the same distance behind the
field stop. The wider the exit pupil the mor e of a nuisance this residual property of many
ultra-wide angle designs becomes. Sometimes it is referred to as the kidney-bean effect
because it causes zones of the field of view shaped thus to darken.

i) Internal reflections occur at all sur faces where there is an abrupt change in refrac-
tive index (typically more than 0.25). Single internal reflections cause light to be scattered
across the field, only double reflections can lead to ghost images. Not all ghost images
come to a focus. Those that do not only cause light scatter across the field and a reduc-
tion in image contrast. Not all coatings can eliminate ghosts. The number of potential
ghosts is given by: 

where N is the number of air-glass sur-

faces and cemented surfaces with an index gradient more than 1/4 .  The potential prob-

lems of ghosting increase rapidly with the number of lens groups.

Number of reflecting surfaces Potential Ghosts Eyepiece Types
2 1 Tolles
3 3 Steinheil Loupe
4 6 Orthoscopic; Plössl; Galoc
6 15 Bertele; König 
8 28 Panoptic; Nagler I;

Leitz Widefeld
10 45 Nagler II; Meade UWA

It must be emphasised that

indicates the number of ‘potential’ ghosts, not
the actual number. The task of the designer is to ensure that internal reflections do not
focus in or near the image plane and form ghost images. But, the increase in transmis-
sion losses due to internal reflections, even if the designer can cleverly avoid the forma-
tion of ghost images becomes a big problem in complex multi-element designs.

1

2
N N −1
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It is therefore evident that reflection
losses from an air-glass surface are
greater than from a cemented surface,
but they also increase with the index
gradient. Because the refractive index
of glass changes with wavelength (dis-
persion), reflection losses vary across
the spectrum, which is why ghosts
often assume a specific hue.

Anti-reflection coatings, developed in
the late 1930’s can virtually eliminate
reflection at air -glass surfaces. The
principle involved is the suppression of
the reflected incident ray by destruc-
tive interf e rence, ba lanced by con-
structive interference in the transmit-
ted pencil arising from reflection with-
in the film.

This can occur when the square of the

coating index equals the glass index,
the optical thickness of the film being a
quarter wave. Herein though lies the
first difficulty, for:

for crown and flint glass are
respectively 1.231 & 1.271, and

no solids have refractive indices as low
as this. Among the nearest are lithium
fluoride (µ=1.39, reducing the loss from
between 4% - 5%, to a theoretical
0.1%,- nearer 1.5% in practice - over
the visual spectrum); calcium fluoride
(µ=1.34); sodium and magnesium fluo-
rides;  magnesium chl oride; silicon
dioxide (µ=1.46); cryolite and certain
fatty acids.

None of these are perfect: lithium fluo-
ride is fragile and soluble in water,
hence useless for outer surfaces;  
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Reflection losses may be quantified in terms of the refractive index gradient at the media
boundary, hence: 

for a cemented surface where:
(Canada balsam or Xylol)

and where:

and at an air-glass surface where:  

k = 1−
µ1 − µ2
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µ2 =1.0

µ1 = µ 2 =1.5

µ3 =1.7 k = 0.39%

µ3 =1.8 k = 0.83%

µ3 =1.9 k =1.38%

µ3 = 2.0 k = 2.04%

µ1 =1.5 k = 4.0%

µ1 =1.6 k = 5.33%

µ = 1.7 k = 6.72%

µ1 = 1.8 k = 8.16%

µ1 = 1.9 k = 9.63%

µ1 = 2.0 k =11.11%

µ
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magnesium salts,  a lthough more
durable, are less efficient; the fatty
acids are also only suitable for internal
air -glass surfaces; cryolite is resistant
to most corrosive agents, but not to
water; silicon dioxide, more stable than
cryolite to water, is less r esistant to
abrasion, but of all the materials avail-
able, it is the most satisfactory protec-
tive coating.

In order to get round the dif ficulties in
s u p p ressing ref lections off a ir - g l a s s
sur faces, caused by the limitations of
these individual materials, lens manu-
f a c t u rers resorted to multiple layer
films. By arranging the coatings such
that the square of the outer coating
index equal s the adjacent coating
index, and so on through to the glass
index, and ensuring the external coat-
ing is durable (e.g. silicon dioxide),
then reflection losses off air-glass sur-
faces may be reduced to almost zero
across the entire spectrum. This tech-
nique is termed ‘multi-coating’.

It is ho wever impossible to re d u c e
reflection losses at a cemented surface
w h e r e there is an index gradient
because the balsam cannot have pre-
cisely the same index as the different
glasses either side of it! So, as long as
there is an index gradient, inevitably
there is a reflection loss.

As an illustration of the seriousness of
this problem, consider three different
eyepieces: a single element crown lens
with only two air-glass surfaces; an
orthoscopic with four air-glass sur-
faces and two cemented surf a c e s
where the index gradient is 0.2; a
multi-element ultra-wide angle eye-
piece with ten air-glass surfaces and
t h ree cemented surfaces where the
index gradient is only 0.1.

Without multi-coatings on all air-glass
surfaces the ultra-wide angle design
would not be practicable. The table
also illustrates the significance of anti-
reflection coa tings in max imising
transmission and image contrast. 
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EYEPIECE TYPE REFLECTION LOSSES
Uncoated Magnesium Fluoride Multi-coating

SINGLE LENS 8% 2% 0.2%
ORTHOSCOPIC 16.8% 4.8% 0.8%
ULTRA-WIDE ANGLE 41.44% 11.4% 2.4%
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By increasing the effective focal length
of the objective in this way, the focal
ratio is reduced, which improves off
axis performance and reduces residual
chromatic and spherical aberrations
owing to the smaller exit pupil.

The useful range of exit pupil diame-
ters lies between 8mm and 0.5mm. An
exit pupil much wider than 8mm, the
widest pupilliary opening, effectively
stops down the objective; exit pupils
smaller than 0.5mm are accompanied
by unwanted dif fraction effects that
significantly reduce contrast.

In terms of objective aperture, the use-
ful magnification range is:

The
exit pupil is related to the objective
focal ratio by:

and hence the upper and lower limits
of the eyepiece focal length are depend-
ent purely on the objective focal ratio: 
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PROPERTIES OF AN ASTRONOMICAL EYEPIECE WHEN USED IN 
COMBINATION WITH A TELESCOPE OBJECTIVE

The magnification is given by:

where F is the objective effective focal length
D is the objective aperture
Fe is the eyepiece effective focal length
Ep is the exit pupil diameter

This can be increased by employing a Barlow lens, 
where amplification:

&

where B is the Barlow focal length

S = B A −1( )

M =
F

Fe
=

D

Ep

2D mm( ) ≥ M ≥ 0.125D mm( )

Ep =
Fe

f / no.

at Mmin Femax = 8. f / no.

at Mmax Fe min = 0.5.f / no.

A =
S

d
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The apparent field of view is governed
by the eyepiece design, and is given by:  

where:

where Ed is the field
stop diameter, provided angular mag-
nification distortion and rectilinear dis-
tortion are fully corrected. In the pres -
ence of either, i.e. where the condition
of orthoscopy is not met, then e is mod -
ified by:  

where E is the coef ficient of distortion
and ϑ the apparent field. In some wide
angle designs, such as the Erfle and
the Nagler, rectilinear dist ortion
exceeds 25% (E=0.25+), a lthough
angular magni fica tion d istortion is
suppressed (E=0.05-). It is not possible
to suppress both angular magnifica-
tion distortion and rectilinear distor-
tion simultaneously at the same field
radius because the former is propor-
tional to the tangent of the angular
field radius, and the latter the field
radius in  radians. In mili tary eye-
pieces, and binocular eyepieces, 

where terrestrial objects are viewed,
rectilinear distortion is undesirable,
and it is suppressed at the expense of
astigmatism. The real field is given by:  

and is limited by the diameter of the
drawtube, hence:   

and   

hence for a given aperture, the widest
real field increases with the focal ratio.

The eye relief or eye clearance is also
governed by the design, and can very
from zero to over 1.0Fe. Having too
great an eye clearance can prove as
bothersome as having none at all.
Values between 0.6Fe to 0.9Fe are to
be desired in medium focal lengths
(10mm to 25mm), the latter enabling
spectacle wearers to observe without
having to remove them.
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θ =
6

π
sin−1 e

2

e =
Ed

Fe

e =
Ed

Fe
1+ E. tan 3θ( )

′ θ = 2 tan −1 .
Fe

F
. tan

θ
2

′ θ = 2 tan −1 .
Ed

2F

′ θ max =
48

π.D mm( )
.sin−1 Ed

16. f / no.
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The appar ent field wi d en s as t h e field stop is enlarged for a given eyepiece focal

length. Seven separate curves repr esent appar ent fields for different p ositive

coefficients of distortion. F or example, when the diameter of the fiel d  stop

eq u als the focal length, in the absen ce of dis tortion the field is 57˚.3. When

E=0.1 the field enlar ges to 66˚. The zero distortion field is  referr ed  to as the

geometric  field. Distor tion increases from zero on axis to the coeffi cient val u e

at the field limit, and var i es with the cube of the field ra d i u s.
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EYEPIECE DESIGNS

Eyepiece designs fall into six basic cat-
egories: solid;  negative; orthoscopic;
a c h romatic/wide-fie ld; negative-posi -
tive; compensating.

A solid eyepiece is any which has only
two air-glass surfaces, regardless of
the number of elements. The negative,
negative-positive and compensating
types possess an internal field stop. All
other types have an external field stop.
Orthoscopic eyepieces are, in principle,
those corrected for both coma and dis-
tortion. They are also corrected for lon-
gitudinal spheri cal and ch ro m a t i c
aberrations and lateral colour, usually
over a field not wider than a radian
(57°). Achro m a t i c / Wide-field types
extend the fields and aberration correc -
tion of simpler types, and encompass
the majority of eyepieces developed
over the past 150 years.

SINGLE LENS EYEPIECES:

The most primitive inverting eyepiece
was recommended by Johannes Kepler
in 1610 and bears his name. Originally
it was an equi-convex lens, but it was
realised that if the lens was altered
such that the first sur face became
shallower, or even plane, aberrations
would be reduced slightly. Bearing in
mind the very long focal lengths of the
single element refracting objectives
used in astronomical  telescopes
throughout the C17th. Kepler’s eye-
piece was all that was needed. The field
of full illumination is given by:

where m is the glass refractive index.
Off axis aberrations become intolerable
though when  Θ > 15°, but since the
focal ratio of single element objective
refractors was typically f/100, and the
biggest eyepiece lenses were no wider
than 100mm, this limitation is some-
what academic. 

The exit pupil lies at:

hence: 

THE SPHERICAL LENS EYEPIECE:

An extreme form of equi-convex, first
emplo yed by the micro s c o p i s t
Leeuwenhoek, is the spherical lens.
Eyepieces of this form were made by
William Herschel from 1768 onwards.
The glass spheres were made by drop-
ping beads of molten glass into water,
and selecting and mounting them in
turned holders of lignum vitae. The
focal length is given by:

and because, for ordinary window
crown, m=1.5; Fe = 1.5r and Er =
0.5Fe. To increase Er marginally, a flat
was polished on the side facing the eye.

Whilst secretary of the Royal Society,
William Hyde Wollaston (1766-1828)
devised a modified form of spherical
magnifier, having a pair of plano-con-
vex hemispherical lenses cemented
back to back with a central field stop.
David Brewster subsequently devised a
larger version, with the edge hollow
ground giving the finished lens the
appearance of a diablo.  There followed
other variants of the spherical lens
magnifier. The Coddington, in which
the first and second surface had the
same radius struck from a common
centre; the field being defined by a cen-
tral groove ground into the edge. About
the same period (early C19th.) Charles
Stanhope, the botanist, devised anoth-
er solid form, in which the field surface
was made much shallower.
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Er ≈ Fe

Fe =
µ .r

2 µ − 1( )

Fe 1 +
1

M
 
 

 
 

tan
θ
2

= µ −1( ) −
1

2. f / no.
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None of these spherical or quasi-spher-
ical forms possessed good edge defini-
tion. Spherical and chromatic aberra-
tions were so heavily undercorrected
that the central  definition fell of f
markedly.

The first effective solution to this prob-
lem appeared in the United States of
America in the middle of the last cen-
tury when Robert B. Tolles developed a
microscope objective in the form of a
solid Huyghenian ( to be described
later). Tolles realised that chromatic
inequality of magnification could be
suppressed simultaneously with longi-
tudinal spherical aberration when the
overall length of the lens is related to
the refractive index and sur face radii.
Hence for chromatic correction, the
separation of  r1 & r2 becomes:  

The design was later manufactured
and sold as an inverting eyepiece. In its
common form 2r1 = 3r2.   Known as the

“poor man’s orthoscopic”, the TOLLES
has unfortunately zero eye relief. A
negative flint eye cap, an innovation
introduced by Hastings, increases eye
relief no more than 0.1Fe. The field is
restricted to 20˚, but transmission is
very high, and there is only one poten-
tial ghost (in practice there are none).
The design, originally intended to work
at f/30, in fact works well down to
f/10, after which spherical aberration
becomes objectionable. The author has
of late reworked Tolles’ relationship for
both spherical and chromatic correc-
tion, and has increased eye relief to a
modest 0.3Fe; widened the field to 35˚
and shifted the field stop onto the edge
of the first surface, giving the field of
view a  sharpl y defined  boundary.
Greenwood has made prototypes in a
variety of focal l engths using BK7
crown, which exhibit excellent correc-
tion at f/15.
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VARIANTS OF SOLID EYEPIECES:

No single element eyepiece, no matter
what the form or figure on its surface
can be corrected for both spherical and
c h romatic aberration.  Following the
manufacture of Chester Moor Hall’s
prototype achromatic doublet by the
jobbing optician George Bass, and the
work of Leonhard Euler and S.
K l i n g e n s t i e rna on  the geometrical
method of simultaneously correcting
both spherical and chromatic aberra-
tion in object-glasses, John Dollond
assembled the first achromatic lens.  It
had plano-concave flint and equi-con -
vex crown componen ts, with focal
length in the ratio of their dispersive
powers. Dollond manufactured dou-
blets in small sizes from about 1759,
and employed them in microscopes
and telescopes as objectives and as an
inverting eyepiece.

THE ACHROMATIC DOUBLET:

Possesses a much wider f ie ld with
superior edge definition to a simple
Keplerian type, and was well suited to
the shorter focal l ength achro m a t i c
refractors of the late C18th. It shares
the same eye relief of about 0.9Fe.

Lenses of this form were scarce and
expensive to produce because of the
dif ficulty in pouring bubble and striae
free flint glass. It was not until 1828
when H. Guinand founded an optical-
glass works at Choisy-le-Roi, on the
principles of the research carried out
by his father, Pierre Louis Guinand, a
Swiss horologist of Les Brenets, for
Joseph Fraunhofer, that this techno-
logical deficiency was rectified. During
the French revolution of 1848, George
Bontemps, an employee of Guinand,
left for England bringing with him a
number of French and Belgium sheet-
glassmakers. Bon temps joined the
newly founded Birmingham f irm ,
Chance Brothers, and imparted his
techni ca l knowledge. Within a few
years, English optical-glass production
surpassed tha t established on the
Continent.

It was only with the development of
optica l-glass production  techno logy,
and the availability of a variety of
crown and flint glasses having differing
refracting and dispersive powers. that
i t be came feasib le to de sign and
m a n u f a c t u r e ach ro mat ic lenses in
any quanti ty.
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TWO LENS EYEPIECES:

The first two element eyepiece; the
HUYGHENIAN - was developed from
the principles of refraction determined
by Wi l l e b ro rd Snell and René
Descartes,  by the Dutch  physicist
Christiaan Huyghens in 1703. It may
be justifiabl y re g a rded as the first
intent ionally designed eyepiece.
Huyghens’ concern  was t o minimise

chromatic inequality of magnification,
and provide a wider field by reimaging
the objective using a field lens.

Suppression of lateral colour requires
that emergent  pencils  of diff e re n t
wavelength be parallel. The equivalent
focal length of a two lens combination
is given by:
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where d is the lens separation

If both lenses have the same refractive index, for a given ∆λ their focii will each alter by
∆ƒ1,2

hence:

and neglecting powers of
∆ƒ  :

In the Huyghenian eyepiece ƒ1 = 3ƒ2 is the condition of minimum spherical aberration,
therefore:  

and:  

Fe =
f1 . f2

f1 + f2 −d

f1.f 2

f1 + f2 − d
=

f1 . f2 1+ ∆f( )2

f1 1+ ∆f( ) + f2 1 + ∆f( ) − d

f1 + f2( ) 1+ ∆f( ) − d = f1 + f2 − d( ) 1 + 2∆f( )
d = 1

2 f1 + f2( )

d = 2
3 Fe

Fe = 1
2 f1
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TWO LENS EYEPIECES (cont.):

HUYGHENIAN (cont.):  Although lat -
eral colour is corrected, the longitudi-
nal aberrations are added, and this
residual spherical and chromatic error,
together with coma and angular mag-
nification distortion, become objection-
able at focal ratios faster than f/12.
The apparent field is about 40˚, but eye
relief is less than 0.3Fe. Also the field
stop lies between the field and eye
lenses, and in high powers becomes
fringed with false colour.

RAMSDEN - the second two element
design, devised by Jesse Ramsden the
London instrument maker in 1783. It
consists of two plano-convex crown
lenses of equal powers, their convex
surfaces turned inwards. Ideally for
lateral colour correction, 
where: 

Fe = d =  ƒ1
However this brings the field stop into
coincidence with the eye lens, hence
zero eye relief, and every imperfection
on the field lens is thrown into sharp
focus. In practi ce ther e f o re d is
reduced to between 0.8Fe and 0.6Fe,
with increasing undercorrected lateral
colour.

RAMSDEN (cont.):

The design is noted for its freedom from
rectilinear distortion over a 35˚ appar-
ent field, making it ideal for microme-
ters and finders, where cross wires are
employed.

A recent mo di fi ca tion  using fluorite
lenses increases the apparent field to
60˚ and reduces lateral colour.

Spherical aberration, coma and longi-
tudinal colour become objectionable
below f/8.

VARIANTS OF THE HUYGHENIAN:

In 1812 Wollaston discovered that a
meniscus-shaped lens produced less
longitudinal spherical aberration and
gave a flatter field than a simple plano-
convex field lens. The Dutch optician
Mittenzuuey used this to modify the
Huyghenian by incorporating a positive
meniscus field lens and eye lens.

Later the astronomer George Biddell
Airy widened the apparent to 45˚ by
introducing a bi-convex field lens.
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VARIANTS OF THE 
HUYGHENIAN (cont):

Almost a century later the American
optician Hastings adopted an achro-
matic doublet eye lens, with a plano-
convex field lens to increase eye relief
and improve off axis performance at
focal ratios down to about f/7.

FURTHER VARIANTS OF SOLID 
EYEPIECES:

Development of the achromatic lens on
the Continent during the 1820’s and
1830’s was driven primarily by the
desire to produce shorter focal length
refracting objectives with imaging
characteristics superior to those of the
Newtonian reflector. In smaller diame-
ters and shorter focal lengths, achro-
matic objectives found their way into
the camera lucida and eventually the
early camera. Chevalier supplied
achromatic landscape lenses for the
D a g u e r reotype camera in the l ate
1830’s. Shorter focal lengths could be
used as low power wide field eyepieces.
The apparent field was still restrictive
though, no more than 15˚.

In the 1860’s Hugo Steinheil and Max
von Seidel (the mathematician who had
recently established a theory of lens
aberrations), simultaneously with
John Henry Dallmeyer, developed the
wide-angle rectilinear lens. The form of
this lens comprised a pair of meniscus
doublets about a field stop. The key to
the success of this camera objective lay
in the choice of glass. The components
of each doublet differed as much as
possible in refractive index yet lay as
close as possible in dispersive power.
The lower-index positive elements were
inside, close to the stop, while the
higher-index negative elements were
outside. Among the glasses available in
1866 there were only a few flint glass-
es that met the requirements, and both
Dallmeyer and Steinheil selected two
flints, one light and one dense. The
wide-angle version o f this lens
employed steeply curved meniscus

doublets which worked well at f/18.
Steinheil used this meniscus doublet
as an eyepiece in some of their smaller
brass refractors. The doublet was not
only achromatic, it was also aplanatic
(corrected for both spherical aberration
and coma).

The driving force behind the establish-
ment of the optical theory necessary for
the design of multi-element wide angle
lenses was not the astronomical tele-
scope, but the microscope and photog-
raphy. The first successful high-index
crown glasses were manufactured by
Abbé & Schott at the Jena glassworks
in Germany.

Er nst Abbé (1840-1905), a young 26-
year old physics professor at the
University of Jena, was hired in 1866
by Carl Zeiss (1816-1888) to put his
instrument workshop on a viable foot-
ing. Abbé worked first on the design of
the microscope and by 1880 he real-
ized that he needed some radically new
types of glass to remove the secondary
spectrum of a microscope objective. He
persuaded the 29-year old Otto Schott
(1851-1935) , a gl ass maker fro m
Witten, to join him in establishing a
glass factory at Jena.

In the incredibly short interval of six
years they were able to issue a cata-
logue containing 44 types of glass,
many of which were entirely novel. At
the low dispersion end were four phos-
phate crowns, which were interesting
but unfortunately so unstable chemi-
cally that they had to be withdrawn.
Next came three barium crowns, useful
in reducing the field curvature of a
compound lens, followed by a series of
borate flints, which were the glasses
Abbé needed.

An achromat composed of a high-index
barium crown element combined with
a low index borate flint has a smaller
Petzval sum but increased spherical
aberration, than the Chevalier land-
scape lens. 
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If  r is the surface radius of curvature
of the anastigmatic image, f the focal
length of an equivalent thin lens, and
the refractive indices of the lens and
spaces separated by the surface, 
the Petzval sum  

During the following years a number of
Barium crown glasses in the Schott
catalogue steadily increased, and these
glasses were immediately adopted by
lens designers in an effort to reduce
astigmatism in photographi c objec-
tives.

Steinheil’s development of his aplanat-
ic rectilinear lens led by 1880 to the
G roup Ap lanat,  which had surf a c e s
whose curvature shared a common centre .
This novel design of photographic

objective underlay the MONOCENTRIC
eyepiece. The lens consisted of a thick
cemented triplet, with an equi-convex
barium crown flanked by borate flint
negative meniscus elements. Another
assymetric version had an even thicker
crown and forward flint with a thinner
double extra-dense flint eye lens. These
are the most nearly perfect eyepieces
ever designed, having highly corrected
achromatic and orthoscopic fields, flat
over the greater part, and very dark.
Eye r elief is as high as 0.85Fe, but the
apparent field is restricted to 28˚. An
aspheric desi gn  by Richard A .
Buchroeder of Tuscon, possesses a 40˚
field with reduced eye clearance, but
has not been manufactured. Steinheil
Monocentrics may be used down to f/6
or f/5.
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In the mid 1880’s Dr. Hugo Schroeder
produced a high power design of triplet
with a wider, flatter field, suited to
micr ometric work because of the com-
paratively large distance between the
lens’  first surface and the web. The
triplet lens was composed of a dense
flint plano-convex between two lenses
of soft crown. The aperture of the lens
could be half its focal length without
any sensible defect in angular magnifi-
cation or rectilinear distortion.

In 1890 Ernst Abbé and Paul Rudolph
turned their attention from microscope
to photographic objectives. They felt
their work on what Abbé had come to
term ‘apochromatic’ lenses could have
a useful application in the field of pho-
tography. Their initial lens consisted of
a thick cemented triplet in the middle
of an existing symmetrical lens called
the Periscopic. A German patent was
taken out on behalf  of Zeiss by
Rudolph in 1911, registering their
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triplet design . Zei ss marketed th is
Monocentric variant in several forms
until the mid-1950’s.

There are two other designs of cement-
ed triplet; the HASTINGS LOUPE and
the assymetric LOUPE TRIPLET - both
developed in the 1910’s. They are still
the most common form of achromatic,
wide-angle, hand magnifier.
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ORTHOSCOPIC EYEPIECES:

The quest for distortionless imaging
characteristics of photographic objec-
tives in the 1850’s and 1860’s led C.A.
Steinheil to design the Periscop lens in
1865. Prior to this in 1859 the Petzval
Orthoskop appeared. The fundamental
property of any orthopscopic lens is
that it should have a wide flat field free
from rectilinear distortion and angular
magnification distortion.

to 40˚ at f/5. In the mid-1930’s Barr
and Stroud patented an orthoscopic
eyepiece in which the simple eye lens is
bi-convex, with the steeper convex sur-
face remote from the eye having a par-
abolic figure. This widened the distor-
tion free field to 64˚ and the eye clear-
ance was extended to 0.91Fe. The
glasses used were boro-silicate crown
and extra-dense flint.
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In 1880 Ernst Abbé brought out an
Ortho scopic eyepiece for Zeiss. The
field lens is an overcorrected triplet
combination with a negative compo-
nent in the middle, followed by a simple
plano-convex eye lens, convex surface
almost in contact. This eyepiece is
remarkable for great eye clearance and
has given rise to a whole family of eye-
pieces, some of them of very complex
form. In Abbé’s design hard crown and
dense flint glasses were used to secure
an apparent field of 30˚, and an eye
clearance of  0.8Fe.  The Zei ss
Orthoscopic patented in 1930 made
use of  less usual  glasses; barium
c rown, extra -dense flint and borate
flint. This increased the apparent field

Another aspheric variant was designed
for Zeiss, probably by Robert Richter in
1934. 

A c c o rding to  th e Briti sh  paten t, the
t h i rd surface ( a steeply conve x face
of an over- c o r rect ed  eye triplet) was
p araboliz ed and pro vided a wide-
angle eyepiece with a  53˚ fie ld in
w hi ch  distorti on was eliminated; the
l ateral colour removed witho ut use
being made of mo re than o ne lens of
flint  glass;  ast igmatism reduced t o
t hat resu lti ng f rom the Pe tzval cur-
v a t u re,  and spherical aberration o f
the exi t pupil el iminat ed  or marg i n-
all y reve rsed. Eye c learance was
reduced sligh tly to 0.66Fe.
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Another 1941 variant call ed the
Kalliscopic Orthoskop was probably
designed for Zeiss by eith er Albert
König or Richter. It had a thicker lead-

ing element to the field triplet and a
field of 43˚ at f/4.5, and 0.83Fe eye
relief.

In 1924 the Goerz company patented
two orthoscopic types having 1-3-1 &
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had  a  60 ˚ field and 0.59Fe eye clea r-
anc e and used barium crown and
ex tra-de ns e f lin t gl asses. The 2-3-2
had a  55˚  field, 0.46Fe eye clearance
and used boro-si lic ate cro wn and
d ense fl int  glasses. Both designs
w e r e us ed in m ili tary binoculars

2-3-2 configurations. The 1-3-1 had a
central triplet similar to the Abbé Loupe,
flanked by a plano-convex eye lens and a
meniscus field lens. This modification
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GALOC -

Another wide angle variant, designed
by Galoc in 1935 for military use has a
triplet field lens and a meniscus dou-
blet eye lens. The apparent field is 75˚
at f/4 and eye clearance 0.8Fe. This
design is still used in modern military
optical equipment. Two modifications

designed for the M.o.D. (Ministry of
Defence) have very flat 60˚ fields at f/4
completely free from rectilinear distor-
tion, lateral colour, and minimal astig-
matism. These eyepieces are highly
corrected with extended eye clearance
of 1.2Fe.
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ACHROMATIC & WIDE-FIELD
EYEPIECES:

The achromatic wide-field eyepiece is a
development of the positive Ramsden.
Spherical aberration and longitudinal
c h ro mat ic aberration become objec-
tionable in the simple Ramsden at focal
ratios faster than f/8. The field is
restricted by coma (lateral spherical
aberration) because it is impossible to
correct coma using elements of the
same glass type.

The availability of flint glass free from
striae and bubbl es from the mid-
1840’s made it feasible to design and
manufacture, for the first time, an
achromatized Ramsden which was free
of these restrictions.

The KELLNER -

This was done by an Austrian micro-
scopist ca lled Karl Kellner and
described in his 1849 publication, “Das
Orthoskopische Ocular”. The original
Kellner eyepiece was intended for use
as a microscope eyepiece and had a
plano-convex field lens, plane sur face 

The KELLNER (Cont.):

towards the field stop, and an over-cor-
rected doublet eye lens with the plano-
concave flint outwards. The field was
not wide, only about 30˚ at f/6, and the
eye relief a modest 0.4Fe. For the
m i c roscope thi s was a decided
improvement, but the design needed
some slight modification for use as an
inver ting ast ronomical eyepiece.
Kellner widened the field to 45˚f/6 by
changing the form of the field lens from
plano-convex to bi-convex, with the
shallower face towards the field stop,
and increasing the over-correction of
the eye doublet to compensate. T h e
i n c r ease d po wer of  t he negative
e leme nt al so  marginally ex tended
the  eye  cl ea rance to  0.45Fe.

T he Kel lner in
thi s modif ied
f o rm gives wide,
flat fi elds and
excellent colour
c o r r ection and
o r t h o s c o p y .
Ho we ver t he
Kellner is noto-
rio us f or ghost-
i n g , a l t h o u g h
m o d e r n  a nti -
r e f l e c t i o n
c o a t i n g s
r e du c e t he
p r o b l em  s i g -
n i f i c a n t l y .
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The PLÖSSL -

A separate development of the
Ramsden by Gustáv Simon Plössl in
1860 led to a class of orthoscopic,
a c h romatic, wide-field eyepieces,
re f e r red to variously as the
Symmetrical, the Dial-Sight, and the
Plössl.

The force behind the technical innova-
tions that enabled Plössl to design this
class of eyepieces in the 1860’s again
lay with the needs of the photographer
and microscopist.

In 1839 he is reported to have made a
Daguerrotype camera and modified the
Chevalier landscape lens. In the year of
his death at the age of 74 the Optical
Society of Vienna named a medal in his
honour.

Plössl’s mo difi cation of  Chevalier’s
achromatic doublet anticipated that of
Steinheil and Dallmeyer by almost
quarter of a century.
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G.S. Pl össl  was apprenti ced to
Voigtländer in 1812 when he was 18,
and in 1823 he decided to establish his
own company in Vi enna. There he
made microscope objectives, which he
designed himself, and opera glasses. At
the 1830 Scientific Congress in
Heidelberg he received a prize for the
best achromatic microscope. 

The first Symmetrical eyepiece consisted
of a matched pair of Plössl’s modified
achromatic and aplanatic doublets, with
their crown bi- co nvex elements facing
i n w a rds. Their separation was about
0.5Fe, so eye relief was generous (0.8Fe)
and the apparent field about 40˚ at f/6.
Orthoscopy and lateral colour correction
were excellent down to f/4.
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The true Plössl eyepiece, as manufac-
tured by Carl Zeiss, and after W.W.II by
ets Clavé and now Kinoptique, has the
crown elements almost in contact (the
separation can be as little as 2 thou-
sandths of an inch), and the eye dou-
blet has a shorter focal length than the
field doublet. This widens the apparent
field to 45˚ at f/6 at the expense of eye
clearance (0.7Fe). In its best form, this
design is distortion free, and has no
detectable lateral colour, even at f/4.
Fields ar e dark and ghost free, and
contrast is excellent. However, unlike
the Abbé Orthoscopic and its deriva-
tives, where longitudinal spherical cor-
rection is zero on axis, the assymetric
form of the Plössl leads to a zonal cor-
rection and the sharpest imagery does
not occur on  ax is but some 30%

This variant is intended to be used with
a graticule divided for micro m e t r i c
adjustment. It became known as the
Dial-Sight thr ough its use in military
target rangefinding optics. The range
was set using a moveable graticule
driven by divided drum heads.

ACHROMATIC WIDE-FIELD 
DERIVATIVES:

B oth the achromatic Ramsden and
K e l l n e r , and the Symmet rical and
Plössl, spawned a plethora of wide-
angle derivatives.

DERIVATIVES OF THE KELLNER:

COOKE 3 LENS -  In a successful
attempt to improve the per formance,
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towards the edge of the field of view. At
low to medium powers this is of no con-
sequence, but it is noticeable at high
powers (exit pupils less than 1.5mm).

The third class of this form of eyepiece
is called the Dial-Sight. It has achro-
matic and aplanatic doublets with
plano-concave elements facing inwards,
and separated, again typically about
0.5Fe. This gives gr eater eye clearance
(0.8Fe), but also a flat field completely
fr ee from rectilinear distortion.  

Harold Dennis Taylor (1862-1943) of
Cooke Troughton & Simms, resorted to
a triple form of eye lens and arranged
to fix the position of the exit pupil with
respect to the eye lens by varying the
power of the field lens to suit the focal
length of the objective, This eyepiece
yielded a remarkably flat field simulta-
neously corrected over 50˚ for both
angular magnification and rectilinear
distortion. The design when matched to
the objective was also truly aplanatic.
Eye clearance was a modest 0.45Fe.
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COOKE 5 LENS - Dennis Taylor took
out a Bri tish patent on behalf o f
Cooke’s in 1900 for the 3 lens type and
in 1918 patented a 1-3-2 computed
design which also possessed Kellner
characteristics. It consisted of a simple
field lens having approximately the
focal length of the objective, the duty of
which was to collimate the principal
rays and fix the position of the exit
pupil. The triple collective lens had the
crown glass elements in the centre and
the doublet eye l ens was of  the
Steinheil form. This type of eyepiece
was made in large numbers and could
be used with ot without the field lens.
In the former case an apparent field of
65˚ at f/5 was possible with excellent
performance and    good eye clearance
(0.69Fe).

KELLNER II - Other attempts were
made to improve the per formance of
the Kellner by introducing a fourth
lens, and a Zeiss patent taken out by
König describes an eyepiece of this type
in which the eye-lens system consists
of a simple collective lens followed by a
doublet which may be either converg-
ing or diverging but which was respon-
sible for the achromatism of the eye-
piece as a whole. The power of this
doublet is not more than half the power
of the single lens and the concave side
of its cemented surface faces the sim-
ple lens. This eyepiece is therefore of
the 1-1-2 type, and has an apparent
field of 50˚ at f/6 but only 0.32Fe eye
clearance.
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Denni s Taylo r worked ent ir ely by
al gebrai c form ulae, wh ich he
develo ped himself , and he cla imed
that he never traced an y rays .
When t he  desig n was as go od as he
could make i t, the ac tua l lens was
fabrica ted and examinat ion of  th e
image on a  lens- testing bench sug-
gested changes t ha t should  be
made to impr ove p erf o rm a n c e .
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ZEISS WIDE-ANGLE - An example of
the type in which the positive lenses
both face the focal plane and which
can be used with or without a field lens
is also specified by Zeiss. The two dou-
blets are similar in form and when
used with a field lens an
apparent field of 70˚ at f/5
was obtained with 0.32Fe
eye clearance.

KÖNIG WIDEFELD - A 3-2-1 form by
Zeiss designed by König having a 67˚ field
and 0.72Fe eye clearance. The glasses
used were BK7, SF12 and LaFN3 lan-
thanum glass.
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STRAUBEL - A  2-2-1 lens by Zeiss in
which the apparent field
is 70˚ at f/5 and eye relief
0.56Fe. The glasses used
w e re dense flint,  hard
crown, and a low index,
low dispersion FK3 flint.

Another type of eyepiece
of unknown origin is a
2- 2-2 const ru ction.
This  type will give an
apparent field of about
60˚  a t f /5 and 0.72Fe
ey e c le arance. The
gl asses used  were
ext ra -dense flint  and
h a rd crown, barium

c rown or borat e fl int.
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ZEISS? WIDE-ANGLE (ORIGIN
UNKNOWN) - A 2-3-1-1 form having a
63˚ field and 0.7Fe eye clearance. The
glasses used were boro-silicate hard
crown and extra-dense flint.

EURYSCOPIC III - A Kellner type of
wide field eyepiece manufactured by
the Ferson Optical Company of Biloxi,
Missi ssippi. (Euryscopi c: from the
Greek: to see wide). The separation of
field and eye lens was reduced, and the
field lens equi-convex. This widened
the field to 50˚ at f/4. Eye relief was the
same at 0.46Fe.

B E RTELE - Desi gned for Steinheil
by Ludwig Jakob Bertele (19 00-
1 9 8 5 ) . The pate nt describes an
ey epiece  of 1-1-2  for m, inte nd ed
for  use in  mi lit ary b inocula rs,  and
therefore somewhat over-corrected. I t
pos sesses a 70˚  f ie ld  at f/5 and
eye  re li ef  0. 8Fe.  Acco rd ing to the
d e s i g n e r,  “ its advantage lay in the
elimina t ion of  every  deterio ratin g
inf luenc e of  the curva ture (of  the
fi el d), but abo ve a ll in the suppre s -
s io n of  la rge air spaces. In the
main th e improvement is however
obtained owin g to th e u se of  a
s t rongly bent  ocula r lens of  menis -
cus shape. ” The glasses used are
SK2,  FK5 and SF12. The design is
no ted for its  re markable o rt hoscopy.
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KÖNIG - A. Köni g patent ed a 1-2-1
design for Zeiss having a 55˚ fie ld
and 0.67 Fe eye c le arance,  using
b o ro-si licate crown and doubl e ex tra-
dense flint , giv ing a sharp change of
index a t t he cemented surf a c e .

KÖNIG II - Köni g pat en ted an
i m p roved 2-1-1 desi gn for Zeiss,
having the same  55˚ fi el d b ut
extended eye relief  of 0.92Fe and
super ior o rt hoscopy. The g lasse s
used are SF1 and BK7.

SCHULZ - A modifi ca tion  of  Kö nig’s
desi gn  having  a  55˚  f ie ld and
extended eye rel ie f of 0.8Fe.

TRIPLANE - A post W. W.II design;
another modif ied Kellner marketed
by Vixen and Swift during the 1960’s.
The specification was almost i denti-
cal  to Kelln er’s original achro m a t i c
Ramsden. It s per f o rmance was poor.

RKE - A 2-1 modified Kellner similar
t o Kön ig’s  1915 2-1 design. RKE
stands for Reversed Kellner Eyepiece.
It was designed for Edmund
Scienti fic by David  Rank. It has a 45˚
f ie ld at f/6 and 0.9Fe eye re l i e f .
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WIDE ORTHOSCOPIC - A mod if ie d
Kel lne r of  1-2-2 f orm sharing
sim i la ri tie s to  Tayl or ’s  C ooke 5
l ens desi gn, having a  dis to rt ion
f ree 50˚  f ie ld  and  0.5F e e ye
re l i e f .

Bo th these designs compare
fa vourably to the Orthoscopic,
despite th e addit iona l pa ir o f air-
glass surf a c e s .
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DERIVATIVES OF THE PLÖSSL AND
SYMMETRICAL:

The first wide-angle modification of the
Plössl was the aplanatic eyepiece of Dr.
Otto Schröder, described in Gill’s arti-
cles on telescopes in the 9th. edition of
the Encycl opaedia Brittanica . The
glass employed is re f e r red to as
Dauget’s crown (Cb1) and flint (Fb1). It
comprised a pair of achromats spaced
at 83% their ef fective focal length. The
crown elements being plano-convex,
plane surfaces facing the eye, and the
flin ts being co ncave meniscus.  Eye
relief was 0.54Fe, and the apparent
field 72˚. Thi s design was initi ally
employed by Schönfeld in  his south-
e rn Durchmusterung, and subse-
quently marketed by Browning.

ERFLÉ I - A 1-2-2 design having a 60˚
field but eye relief only 0.3Fe. The
glasses used were SF2, PSK3, FK5 and
SF10.

ERFLÉ II - A 2-1-2 design using the
same glass types having a 70˚ field and
0.6Fe eye clearance. Paten ted after
Erflé’s death in 1923.

ERFLÉ III - A 1-2-2 design using the
same glass types having a 55˚ field and
eye clearance of 0.32Fe. Patented after
Erflé’s death in 1923.

KAPELLA - Patented after Erf l é ’ s
death in 1923 for Zeiss by Kapella, one
of his assistants. A 1-2-2 design having
a 70˚ field and 0.685Fe eye clearance.
The glasses used were BK1, SK15 and
FN11.
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KASPEREIT - A modification of Erflé’s
designs by Kaspereit having a 2-2-2
form, giving fields in excess of 68˚ and
eye relief 0.3Fe+. The glasses used in
modern variants are SF2, BK7, SK20
and SF10. Some W.W.II  (World War II)
variants using Thorium or Uranium
glass have fields wider than 70˚.

All these Erflé types and their deriva-
tives suf fer from lateral colour, astig-
matism and rectilinear distortion.

Zeiss ’  modifi cation  of t he Plö ssl,
and the subse quen t i nc orporation
of the field lens to wide n t he f ie ld,
led Hein ri ch  Erf lé  to desi gn  the f irst
true  wide-angle ey epi ece for  m ili tary
use in 1917 .
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ZEISS ASTROPLANOKULAR -
A 2-1-2 eyepiece
introduced by Zeiss
in 1955, sharing
similarities with the
Erflé II. It is noted
for its excel lent
orthoscopy and well
c o n t rol led angular
and re c t i l i n e a r
distortion , lat era l
co lour and asti g-
matism over a 50˚
f i e l d . Eye relief is
0.8Fe.

BRANDON ORTHOSCOPIC -
It may seem odd to include an

Orthoscopic eyepiece
under the generic form
of the Plö ssl. The
Brandon eyepiece is
however a re v e r s e d
assymetric Abbé duplet,
designed by Chester
Brandon, an American
optical and instrument
d e s i g n e r, in 1942. It
shares many similari-
ties in performance to
the Zeiss symmetrical.
This eyepiece is noted
for i ts hi gh contrast
ghost free 50˚ field and
extended 0.8Fe eye clear-
ance. Manufactured by
Ve rnonscope, it re m a i n s

the sole American made eyepiece.
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KALLIPLAN - 
(from Greek: beautiful + flat)

Ano ther orthoscopi c design by
Greenwood based on the Symmetrical,
having aspherized (hyperbolic) concave
external surfaces, and a Petzval sur-
face matched to the telescope objective.
It is a long focal  length eyepiece with
0.8Fe eye clearance. 

PANSCOPIC -
(from Greek: to see all)

A 1-2-1 design by Greenwood having a
wide, flat 70˚ field but only 0.3Fe eye
clearance. The field lens is a bi-convex
crown and the eye lens a steep plani-
convex crown. Aberrations of the field
and eye lens are compensated by a
highly over-corrected but almost zero
power collecting doublet. The design
suffers from slight ghosting and some
lateral colour and astigmatism but its
orthoscopy is good and transmission
and contrast excellent.

PLATYSCOPIC -
(from Greek: to see flat)

A 1-2-2 design by Greenwood using the
same mid-lens compensating collector
as the Panscopic but an achromatic
and aplanatic eye doublet. The field is
widened to 76˚, but eye c learance
reduced to only 0.25Fe. Lateral colour
and astigmatism and coma are much
s u p p ressed, and good orthoscopy
maintained.

PANOPTIC - A  modif ied Plössl
designed for Takahashi and Tele Vue
having a 2-1-1-2 form. It has a highly
corrected 68˚ field and 0.7Fe eye relief.
Orthoscopy i s excell ent and l ateral
colour and astigmatism suppressed.
Contrast is also excellent.

WIDE FIELD - Another 2-1-1-2 design
similar to the Panoptic having a 65˚
field and 0.6Fe eye relief.

WIDE SCAN - A  similar 2-1-2 design to
the Zeiss Astroplanokular, having a 65˚
and 1.2Fe eye relief. Uses an integral
Barlow in shorter focus forms to main-
tain eye clearance.

SUPER WIDE ASPHERIC - A 2-1-2-1
design by Takahashi sharing similari-
ties to the Wide Field but having a sin-
gle bi-convex mid-lens and a weak
meniscus eye shell having an aspher-
ized concave surface to eliminate resid-
ual spherical aberration of the exit
pupil. The field is highly corrected over
67˚ at f/4 and eye clearance 0.75Fe.

LEITZ WIDEFELD - A 2-1-1-3 design
by Leitz, sharing similarities to the
Panoptic but having a weak meniscus
eye shell bonded into the eye surface.
The concave surface is aspherized to
eliminate spherical aberration of the
exit pupil. The field is highly corrected
over 88˚ at f/3.5, and eye clearance
0.7Fe.  Rectil inear distortion is very
marked though; at 30% the geometric
field is only 70˚.

LE - Another  2-1-2 design similar to
the Zeiss Astroplanokular, but having
an integral Barlow and no eye doublet
in short focus form to maintain eye
clearance. It has a highly corrected 52˚
field and extended 1.2Fe eye relief.

LV -  Yet another 2-1-2 design with an
additional integral Barlow to provide
constant 20mm eye clearance. This
design uses Lanthanum glass.
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COMPENSATING EYEPIECES:

Compensating eyepieces correct field
curvature and off axis aberration of the
objective. All compensating designs
have an internal focal plane.

SHOEMAKER - A 1-1-1-1-2 design
having a flat, coma free 43˚ field at f/10
and 1.0Fe eye clearance.

TUSCON ASPHERIC - A 2-2-2 design
by Clarke, basically an achro m a t i c
Huyghenian combined with a field flat-
tener known as a Smyth lens, after C.
Piazzi Smyth who first suggested such
a device in 1874. The apparent field is
40˚ at f/6 and eye clearance 1.0Fe.

CLARKE - A 1-1-1
design by Clarke
using a non-achro-
matic version of the
Tuscon, corre c t e d
for lateral colour
over a 50  ̊ field at
f/6. Eye clearance
is 1.0Fe.

KLEE PRETORIA - A 2-1-2-1 design
by Klee and McDowell  specifically
intended to correct the coma of an f/4
Newtonian telescope. The field is flat
over 50˚  and contrast excellent. Eye
clearance is 0.7Fe.

NEGATIVE-POSITIVE EYEPIECES:

T he  f ir st  co mpute r a uto -opt i-
m iz ed design  was th e Z ei ss 1977
F L E I S C H M A N - a 1-1-2-1 co nf ig-
ur at io n us ing a ne gat i ve fi el d
f l a t t e n e r . It  is  not cer ta in whether
the eyep iece was e ver manufac-
t u red. The 50˚ fi el d is  highl y cor-
rect ed , all off  axis aberrations and
distor tio n be ing wel l suppr e s s e d .
Eye rel ief is 1.13Fe.
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NAGLER I - A  2-1-2-2 design by Al
N a g l e r, having a Smyth achro m a t i c
field flattener to widen the geometric
apparent field from 52˚ to 82˚. However
rectilinear distortion is 28%. Eye clear-
ance is 1.2Fe. The Smyth lens enlarges
the beam leading to a very bulky eye-
piece in focal lengths greater than
13mm, and raised production costs. It
also suffers markedly from spherical
aberration of the exit pupil, more so
than most other ult ra-wide angle
designs.
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NAGLER II - A 2-1-2-1-2 modification
by Al Nagler, sharing the same funda-
mental design and field, but having
reduced spherical aberration of the exit
pupil. It is still more noticeable than
the military Bertele, and the Galoc.

MEADE UWA - A  2-1-2-1-2 design by
Meade, having strong similarities to the
Nagler II. The apparent field is 84˚ and
eye clearance 1.5Fe.

The number of air-glass surfaces and
lens thicknesses l ead to s igni ficant
transmission losses. Axial point images
also  tend to be larger than those
formed by either the Orthoscopic or
Monocentric.
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WHAT ARE THE BEST DESIGNS?

Without doubt the best design types
are the Monocentric, in its various
forms, the Orthoscopic in its plethora
of variants, the König in its various
forms, the Bertele, the Galoc and Galoc
II, and the modern  Galoc-Bertele
hybrid.

Choosing an eyepiece depends very
much on the nature of the observing
you intend using it for. Monocentrics
are ideal for double star and planetary
work where the restricted field is an
advantage, as is the high image con-
trast. The Orthoscopic is a good all
round design, useful for most types of
observing, as is the König II.  The
Bertele and the Galoc lend themselves
to low power, wide field work, and are
to be recommended above the more
recent ultra-wide angle negative-posi-
tive designs.

Where image contrast is an important
consideration, as in the detection of
low surface brightness, diffuse objects,
or faint planetary detail, eyepieces with
more than 6 air-glass surfaces are to
be discouraged, particularly when used
in conjunction with a coma corrector or
focal reducer.

Also, where sketches of star fields are
to be made, the use of ultra-wide angle
designs which suffer fr om rectilinear
distortion, should be avoided. For
example, the geometric field of the
Nagler II is only 59˚; rectilinear distor-
tion introduced by the Smyth lens,
enlarges the apparent field a further
30˚. The Galoc possesses an apparent
field between 70˚ and 80˚, yet achieves
it with only 4 air-glass surfaces and
almost zero recti linear distortion.
Images of the Moon at medium to high
power, seen in the presence of more
than 20%  rectilinear distortion cause
the crater detail at the edge of the field
to elongate, and as the image is moved,
gives t he appearance of  peering
through a gold fish bowl.

I t should be born in mind that
because eye relief is  reduc ed at
sl ow fo ca l ra tios, th e ap par ent fi eld
appl ies ONLY at the des ign  (usually
cri tic al ) foc al  rat io, which in ul tra-
w id e angle designs i s typical ly f/4.
At s lower foca l ra tios, as the eye
reli ef  decreases, the apparent field
e xpands. What ever th e design , off
axi s perf o rmanc e i s always
i m p roved with slower fo cal ra tio
objectiv es, although  some  Barlo w-
e yepi ece combinations do not work
well,  and  some RFT apochro m a t s
compensa te eyepiece Petzval  curva-
t u re. In general  the mo st eff e c t i v e
c ombinati ons a re objectives wi th
fo ca l ra tios sl ower than  f/10, and
e ither Mono cent ri c or O rthoscopic
eyepieces.  Employing a Barl ow in
c onjuncti on wi th a fast primary  is
no subst itute which is  why long
fo cu s refr acto rs and  Cassegr ain
ref lectors te nd to have superior
visua l imagery.

Final ly, image b rightness  in
extended objects is  a function of
the e xit  p upi l, not th e objective
focal rati o. Maximum image bright-
nes s occurs where the exit pupil
matc hes the pupil lia ry aperture ,
and can never exceed the object’s
vi sual  bright ness with the unaided
eye.  When all owances are made for
refl ecti on and absorpt ion losses in
the obj ective and eyepi ece, the
image brightness o f  ex tended
obje cts is  always s lightly less than
its naked eye bright ness. It i s not
t h e r e f o re nec essary,  as is often
mistake nly stated to be the case,  to
us e a  fast Newton ian  in o rd er to
detect faint comet s and galaxies. It
is  al so not nec essary to use h ighly
c o r r ect ed  eye pieces with a slow
fo ca l ra tio  ob je ctive. Indee d, the
o ff -ax is imag es presented for exam-
pl e by the Bertel e at  f/16 a re supe-
rior  i n ev ery respe ct t o t hose
obta ined a t f/4 with a Nagler II .
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THE EVOLUTION OF 
EYEPIECE DESIGN

Having looked at the succession of eye-
piece designs over the past four cen-
turies, it is easy to recognize the evolu-
tion in thinking that lies behind each
stage of development.

Huyghens’ concept of a field lens to re-
duce the focal length of the objective
and enlarge the apparent field of view,
and at the same time correct lateral
colour and minimize spherical aberra-
tion, set the stage and dictated all
thinking upon the subject until 1977
and the first computer auto-optimized
design.

Ramsden’s concept placed a flat focal
plane, corrected for rectilinear distor-
tion, in an accessible position. For the
first time micrometer threads could be
seen clearly, and not marred by spher-
ical  aberrati on and fa lse colour.
Ramsden’s concept has set the stage
for all eyepiece designs intended for
micrometers, comparators and sight-
ing telescopes.

Kellner’s achromatic eyepiece was
essentially an achromatized Ramsden.
Altering the plano-convex field lens to a
bi-convex, and over-correcting the eye
doublet to compensate, resulted in a
wider apparent fiel d than the
Huyghenian, with greater eye relief.

Plössl’s develo pmen t of the
Symmetrical, Dial-Sight and assymet-
ric  Plössl followed from h is earlier
designs of camera objectives and an
i m p roved achromatic and aplanatic
doublet. Zeiss’ Abbé duplet, with the
later addition of an optional field lens,
led naturally to the wide angle Erfles
and their derivatives.

Abbé’s Orthoscopic eyepiece was truly
innovative, there being nothing to base
it on. It is ironic that this design, in its
best forms, remains the most useful
a s t ronomica l eyepiece for genera l
observation.

König’s design was at first called the
Kellner II, and it is obviously a varia-
tion of the Kellner. König worked with
Bertele, and the König II and Bertele
designs are conceptual extensions of
König’s initial work.

It i s not dif ficu lt to recognize the
desi gn de vel opment of the Zeiss
A s t ro p l a n o k u l a r. Post  W. W. I I
a s t r onomical eyep iece desi gn expe-
rienced a marked d own-tur n due
to mil itary surplus satura ting the
ma rket wi th Orthoscopi c, Kellner,
Symmetrical,  Dia l-Sight, and Erf l e
types a t prices which undercut all
commercial design and manufacturing
costs. It was only when this surplus
market dried up in the mid to late
1970’s that commercial astronomical
eyepiece design began to increase once
more. Even so auctioned military eye-
pieces are still being offered, many of
them Galoc wide angle designs, devel-
oped during the 1930’s from the work
of Er flé.

It is unfortunate that all the modern
computer optimized ultra-wide angle
designs, post Fleischman, share the
same 8 to 10 air-glass surfaces, and
adopt the negative-positive in many
instances too, which introduces exces-
sive rectilinear distortion.

The first true wide angle design was the
Erflé, and to date, the only significant
improvement has been the Galoc II and
the Bertele-Galoc hybrid, which com-
bine the better features of both the
Erflé and the Orthoscopic. Greenwood
has fabricated an excellent 1-2-1 wide
angle design called the Panscopic, in
which the collecting doublet is severely
over-corrected and almost zero power.
This empirical design is superior to the
König, yielding a highly corrected 70˚
field. A similar 1-2-2 ultra-wide angle
called the Platyscopic of fers similar
per formance to the Galoc.
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THE EVOLUTION OF 
EYEPIECE DESIGN (Cont.):

The development of the solid eyepiece,
f rom Herschel’s glass beads to the
highly corrected Steinheil Monocentric
has not until recently been pursued as
far as it might. There exists on paper
an aspheric variant of the Monocentric
with a 40  ̊ field designed by R.A.
B u c h ro e d e r. Greenwood has experi-
mented with a shortened Tolles giving
modest but workable eye clearance and
a sharply defined 35˚ field, which is
comparable at f/8 to the original Abbé
Orthoscopic.

Given the ease of use and availability of
PC ray tracing software, it is surprising
there has not been an explosion of new
designs. Now that it is feasible to gen-
erate aspherics or to mould aspheric
optical plastic shells, there exists the
possibility of modifying many existing
designs in an attempt to obtain better
correction, over wide fields, using fewer
elements.  Departure from spheri cal
surfaces increases the degrees of free-
dom available to the designer.

The only promising developments in
this field are due to Buchroeder and
Clarke, with the Tuscon aspheric eye-
piece, which is basically an achromatic
Huyghenian married to a Smyth lens,
having a flat highly corrected 42˚ field,
and the Klee compensating eyepiece
designed to correct the coma of an f/4
Newtonian over a 50˚ field.

Many of the Orthoscopic types manu-
f a c t u red currentl y are symmetrical
triplets married to crown plano-convex
l enses, using just two glass t ypes.
Their performance is decidedly inferior
to the assymetric triplet, four glass
types made by Steinheil and Zeiss, and
Gailland between the late 20’s and
early 60’s.

Si mila rly man y of th e so c alled
Plö ssl types presently off e red are
no t t rue Plössls bu t Symme tri cal
des igns,  a gain  using just t wo
gl ass types.  Their perf o r m a n c e
c annot co mpare to  th e true  assy-
metric Zeis s ( lat er Clav é)  Plössl.
This simpli f icat i on is  do ne in the
na me of  re ducing manufact uring
c osts. It  is  a  pi ty t his i s not also
re flect ed in the price; a Plössl
name tag at tracting a heft y pre m i-
um in s ome quarters.

I t i s un for tunat e tha t curre n t l y
av ai lab le co mme rcial  eyepi ec es
a re mainly over -pri ced versi ons of
Pl ös sl de signs ,  an d carry o n
unw arr an ted reput at i on t ha t
make s them l ittl e more t han fash-
i o n accesso ri es.  Twen ty y ears ago,
the best qu al ity Monocentric and
Ort hoscopi c eyepi eces cost about
£ 5. Al lowing fo r inf la tion , that fig-
u re  would now be abo ut £40.  And
yet one  wi ll hav e t o look very
h a rd for eve n the m ost humbl e
K elln er or ach romatic Huyghen ian
i n t he £40 -  £50 price range. T he
O N LY U .K.  m anufactured eye-
pi ece s th at hav e a n astro n o m i c a l
app li ca tion  are those m ilitary sur-
plus  auc ti oned at very lo w pr ices
by the M.o.D. The au tho r,  over the
past  5 years , has obtained some
excel lent low a nd med ium powe r
wide angl e eyepieces fr om dea lers
in such e quip men t.  You ma y
expect t o part with bet ween £40
and £60.
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SELECTING EYEPIECES

Astronomical eyepieces come in a vari-
ety of standardized fittings. Older types
usually have a 1.25 inch-16TPI WHIT-
WORTH (RAS) thread. Cooke, Grubb
and Ross had their own intentionally
incompatible push fit barrels. In the
case of Cooke it was 1”.208.

American and U.K. eyepieces have either
1”.25 or 2” push fittings. Japanese eye-
pieces used to have a 24.5mm (Swift)
push fit, but now are also available in
American fittings.  Russian eyepi eces
have either a 29mm or 32mm push fit-
ting and French a 27mm (1 Paris inch -
actually 27.07mm) push fitting.

Ex W.W.II surplus and M.o.D. eyepieces
come in all manner of sizes and always
need adapting. This is best carried out
by a competent instrument maker, than
by Heath Robinson.

When selecting eyepieces regard must
be made to the focal ratio of the objec-
tive, because this dictates the design
types  and the u seable focal length
range, that will perform satisfactorily. It
is also quite inappropriate for example.
equipping an f/10 Schmidt-Cassegrain
with an f/6.3 focal reducer, or an f/4
Dobsonian light bucket with a coma cor-
rector, and then using an 8 element
ultra-wide angle eyepiece. Unless that
is, it is your purpose to loose as much
light as possible and drive image quality
already perilously close to the diffraction
limit, well below it.

The frequently overlooked advantage of
using modern military eyepieces is that
their optical quality and aberration cor-
rection is to a standard that would be
commercially uneconomic. Their polish
is also to a much higher standard.
Surface finish (see appendix) is stated
using a “scratch/dig ratio”. The mini-
mum standard, passable in commercial
optics, is a ratio of 80/50 or 60/40.
Military re q u i rements in laser
range finders and targe t acqui siti on
optics are much higher, being between
20/10 and 40/20, which means military

optics scatter less light and produce bet-
ter image contrast as a consequence.
However these types tend not to work
well with Barlow lenses. For high powers
the  best value for money are the
Orthoscopic, RKE and König II. Sadly
the best high power eyepiece of all, the
St einheil Monocentric is no longer
made.

Ultra-wide angle eyepieces and lan-
thanum and ED glass eyepieces illus-
trate the law of diminishing returns.
Their marginally improved performance
is accompanied by a disproportionately
high price. They represent poor value.
Rather it makes  sound economical
sense to adapt your telescope to 2” push
fit, by replacing the focusing mount if
necessary, and employing adapted mili-
tary eyepieces for low powers where a
wide real field is desired, and having
1”.25 and 24.5mm adaptors to permit
the use of budget priced Orthoscopic
and König II medium and high power
eyepieces.

Parfocal eyepieces possess a common
focal point, and eyepiece powers may be
cha nged without loosing the focus,
although some slight refocusi ng is
always necessary. This is a useful fea-
ture where a turret is used.

A binocular head enables the observer
to use both eyes, which reduces eye
strain,  and enhances the perc e i v e d
image. Eyepieces do not need to have
matched focal lengths. Provided they
differ by not more than 5%, the images
will fuse, although those who habitually
observe with one eye will experience
dominance problems and it may take a
few days practice before the images fuse
readily.

Most modern  1”.25 push fit eyepieces
have internally threaded barre ls to
accept “standardized” coloured filters.
Unfortunately there is no accepted stan-
d a rd thread and you mu st check
whether a certain eyepiece filter is in
fact compatible with your eyepiece.
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TESTING EYEPIECES

Much has been written about star test-
ing astronomical objectives. In the past
century there  have been two seminal
texts on the subject, yet little has been
written about star testing eyepieces.
Some vital properties of an eyepiece
can however be checked in daylight,
without any telescope at all. Hold the
eyepiece to your eye where you can see
the outline of the field stop. The prox-
imity with which you must place your
eye behind the eye lens tells you imme-
diately how much (or little) eye relief
there is.

I) Is the edge of the field stop
sharply defined?

If it is not then it is either misplaced
from the focal plane, or there is resid-
ual spherical aberration (grounds for
rejection).

ii) Is the edge of the field stop
tinged with false colour?

Most eye pieces are slightly overcor-
rected, which leads to a greenish-yel-
low, or bluish colouration to the edge of
the field stop. If the colour is reddish
the eyepiece is undercorrected and will
not work well with a fast objective.

iii) Is the field of view evenly illumi-
nated?

If it is not, and you need to move the
eyepiece away from your eye to pro-
duce an even illumination in the field
centre, and closer to see the field stop,
then the eyepiece suffers from spheri-
cal aberration of the exit pupil. This is
not actually classified as an optical
aberration because it does not lead to
any deterioration in image sharpness.
In practice this may not be too objec-
tionable, but if the exit pupil matches
that of the eye pupil it will be, and
when it is bigger than the eye pupil, as
when observing the full moon at low
power, it becomes a confounded irrita-
tion.

iv) Is the entire field visible from
the eyepoint?

Some wide angle eyepieces have an
apparent field too wide for the eye to
accept without some eye movement. If
you need to look obliquely across the
eye lens to see the field stop then the
eyepiece suffers profoundly from either
rectilinear distortion or angular magni-
fication distortion. (Grounds for rejec-
tion).

v) Is the dark edge of the apparent
field milky?

If so then light is being scattered off the
air-glass surfaces; the lens edges and,
or, the inside of the eyepiece barrel.
Scattering drastically reduces image
contrast. (Grounds for rejection).

So, you can tell most of the basic prop-
erties of any eyepiece BEFORE you
take it out of the shop!  Assuming it
passes all these daylight tests, what do
you look for when it is used on your tel-
escope?

A star test can reveal the following
properties:

vi) ghosting
vii) lateral colour
viii) astigmatism & coma
ix) field curvatur e
x) distortion
xi) contrast and transmission

vi) Is there any ghosting?

If  so,  how bright is i t and does i t fol-
l ow the image, mirror i t, or re m a i n
near the ax is?  Is  it co loure d ?
K e l l n e r, Symmetrical and Plössl eye
pieces a ll produce ghost images, that
a re suppressed by eff ective blacken-
ing of  th e barrel interior, lens ed ges,
and fi el d stop. Anti- ref lection coat-
ings on a ll air- glass surfaces also
reduce ghosting. They cannot  ho w-
e ver be completely el iminat ed.
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EVOLUTION of the ASTRONOMICAL EYEPIECE

TESTING EYEPIECES (cont.):

Is it in focus or diffuse? How objection-
able ghosting is depends to a large
extent on the type of observing you do.
An eyepiece that produces bright on
axis ghosts that either follow or mirror
the image would not be a nuisance if
you are observing M32 say, but would
be when observing M13. Likewise a dif-
fuse off axis ghost that follows the
image might cause confusion when
comet hunting.

vii) Lateral colour is easy to detect,
and almost all eyepieces exhibit it,
some more so than others. It is also
more obvious with fast objectives. As
the star image is displaced towards the
edge of the field, it becomes drawn out
into a short spectra, red towards the
c e n t re when underc o r rected, blue
when overcorrected. The eye is remark-
ably tolerant of this malady, especially
when using wide angle eyepieces,
where it is worst, because, when the
eye is fixated on axis, the off axis image
towards the edge of field falls on the
portion of the retina which is capable
of only giving black and white images!
Also faint stars exhibit no sensible
colour in any case, masking the aber-
ration somewhat.

viii) Astigmatism, due mainly to the
eyepiece, and coma, due mainly to the
objective of a reflector, are never seen
in isolation. Any star, when displaced
towards the edge of field will become
either elongated or triangular or fan
shaped, apex innermost. When the eye
is fixated on axis, astigmatism and
coma need to be very marked for the
eye to resolve it. It is only when the eye
is fixated towards the field boundary
that these aberrations become obvious.
However no eyepiece is completely free
of it. The wider the apparent field and
the faster the objective, the worse it
becomes.

ix) Field curvature can easily be
tested too. Focus the star on axis and
displace it to the field edge. Does the
image defocus? If you need to rack the
eyepiece towards the objective then the
focal surface is convex towards the eye
and vice versa. The eye is remarkably
tolerant of field curvature, especially
in  the young, because you uncon-
sciously accommodate as you shi ft
your direction of fixation. As the range
in visual accommodation diminishes
with advancing old age field curvature
becomes a problem. And the wider the
apparent field and the faster the objec-
tive, the bigger the problem becomes.

x) Distortion is difficult to detect
visually except when the coefficient
exceeds 20%, and only then on bright
extended objects containing rectilinear
or regularly spaced features.

xi) Contrast and transmission, go
hand in glove.  Image contrast may be
tested by comparing the appearance of
the outermost visible diffraction rings
to the Airy disc, or the faintest visible
detail on a planet. Transmission may
be tested by seeing how difficult it is to
detect the faint companions of very
bright stars, e.g.  Vega or Rigel or
Regulus. The darkness of the field
background is also an important indi-
cator. Contrast and transmission are
the most important properties of any
eyepiece, being crucial to good defini-
tion.
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EVOLUTION of the ASTRONOMICAL EYEPIECE

TESTING EYEPIECES (cont):

Lastly there are some physical proper-
ties of eyepieces that can be cause for
concern. Eyepieces with flint elements
outermost, even when magnesium flu-
oride coated, are vulnerable to scratch-
es because both the leaded glass and
the coating are r elatively soft. If the
field stop is close to the first surface of
the field lens almost any defect will be
silhouetted in the field. Defects on the
eye lens are only a real nuisance when
near the centre. If the last surface is
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Solution 30 (Alpha Lens Solution) or
Sparkelbright. Use a whole chamois
cloth to remove, and ensure there is no
dust or grit on the surface beforehand.

Flint glass, fluorite, and lithium or
magnesium fluoride coatings are prone
to polishing sleeks, which scatter light
and reduce contrast.

The best way to avoid having to contin-
ually clean the field and eye lens is to
keep the eyepiece capped at both ends 

either flat or slightly concave, check
that the reflection of either your iris or
eye lashes do not intrude into the
image. Rubber eye cups can reduce this
problem and also assist holding your
pupil at the eye point.

CARE & MAINTENANCE of 
EYEPIECES

Never dismantle the lens assembly from
the barrel. Once dust gets within it is
impossible to eliminate. Occasionally
you will have to remove dust from the
first and last surfaces. Use either a
camel hair brush, a blower brush or
compressed air. Suitable cleaning fluids
for degreasing are Isopropynol,  A0

when not i n use. I f it becomes
dewed, remove w ith  a hai r dryer, or
allo w to d emis t in a warm ro o m
b e f o re re c a p p i n g .

When not in use store your eyepieces
in a sealed case containin g a bag of s il-
ica ge l or c la y desiccant.  I t is impo rtant
to keep lenses dry because there are
co ntaminants and resins floating in
the atmosphere that can attack leaded
glasses like crown and flin t. The lead is
disso lved i nto the glass to g ive i t the
ref ractive an d dispersive properties the
optica l designer needs, and to make
the glass lucid. Lead can  come out of
so lution, especiall y in heavy flints, and
this produces in older eyepieces a sur-
fa ce mottling. If  t he lens is left in a



EVOLUTION of the ASTRONOMICAL EYEPIECE

CARE & MAINTENANCE of 
EYEPIECES (Cont.):

damp environmen t for any leng th
of time, lead sulphide can form on
the s urface wh ich is  a lmost impos-
sible to remove.   Cert ain  barium
c rown glasse s used in some wide
ang le m ilit ary eyepieces wil l dev it-
rify,  making the l ens mi lky. Also if
d ropp ed,  or subjec ted to a vi olent
t e m p e r a t u re change,  c em en ted
lenses  can  separate,  r esu lti ng i n
Newto n’s ri ngs  appe aring. A
cemen ted e lement eyepiece should
not b e used for sola r pro j e c t i o n ,
and the  f ie ld stop must  be bigger
than  the p rime focal  image, or  the
b a r rel wi ll ov erh e a t .

THE EYEPIECE & THE EYE

The eye is  chromatical ly underc o r-
rected by approximate ly 0.25 d iop-
t res at both red and v iolet wave-
lengths, and in  ge ne ral,  spheric all y
u n d e rc o r rect ed for pupil lia ry aper-
t u re s l es s than 3mm.  However,
sp he rical co rrection  a t wide r eye
pupils rang es from several  dioptre s
u n d e rc o r r ecti on to severa l di optre s
o v e rc o r r e c t i o n .

The ey e perf o rms bett er when  its
i n h e ren t ach ro mat is m is c ompen-
sat ed by a chromatic overc o r re c t i o n
of  th e eyepiece -objective combina-
t ion. Such co mpensatio n, term e d
h y p o c h romatism,  i s commo nly fea-
t u red  in  the design  of h igh quality
binoculars and spotti ng te lescopes.

When the blur siz e of  an object is
less than 1’  arc the  eye  interpre t s
the image as a  point. T his ab erra -
tion to lerance  in creases to  mo re
than 5’ a rc of f axis,  and hence  t he
extra -ax ial  aberrati ons  a t the  e dge
of a wide angle eye piece are much
less cri tical  than those on  axis.

When the brilliance of the image causes
the pupil to contract to its smallest size
(about 1.5mm), effectively the system
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focal ratio is reduced to:

For example, when o bserving t he Full
Moon at l ow power with a 45mm eye-
piece,  the relati ve aperture will be
reduced to approximately f/30, at
which almost any eyepiece type will
p e rf o rm well.

Correction is needed in the presence of
astigmatism, especially when the exit
pupil and the eye pupil both exceed
3mm. Special stigmatic lenses can be
fitted to eyepieces with the required
cylinder compensa tion . Alt ern a t i v e l y
where the eye point distance permits,
spectacles may be worn, though unless
astigmatism is severe (exceeds 2 diop-
tres), it is better to observe without
them. It is not necessary to wear read-
ing or distance spectacles intended to
compensate myopia, hypermetropia or
presbyopia because all these sight defi-
ciencies can be corrected by refocusing.

In general, spectacles interfer e with the
observer’s access to the eye point and
restrict the apparent field. Also reflec-
tions off the lens can reduce image con-
trast and prove very distracting. In any
case visual astigmatism will not reduce
image sharpness or contrast when less
than 2 dioptres. At high powers where
the exit pupil is less than 1mm, even
severe visual astigmatism has a negligi-
ble effect on the image.

In the author’s estimation a lot of non-
sense has been written about the pros
and cons of spectacle wearers keeping
their spectacles on when observing. The
most common reason for failing to see
what a more experienced observer sees
is lack of training, not acuity. It is sadly
a truism, that some are much more
adept than others at acquiring the skills
of a good observer, and no amoun t of
fi ddl ing around with eyepieces and
f ilter s i s going to al ter tha t o ne iota.

ef / no. = Fe /Ep
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Astronomical eyepieces invert the image.  The

diagram dep icts  the li gh t path of a bund le of

o ff-axis rays imaged by a low power eyepiece,

d rawn to scale.  The  eye is p l aced at  the

ey ep o i n t  wh ere th e  ex it  p up i l  cro s se s

t he o bjective op t ical  ax i s .  Th i s po i n t

c oinc id es wi th  the  i ntersecti on of  the

ge ometri c f i el d  bo und ary  an d t h e f ir st

p r i n ci pa l po i n t  o f th e unaccommod ated

ey e.

The ray  b und le  i s  i nverted  by the corne a and

lens and  focused  onto the fo vea, whi ch lies

between 5˚ &  7˚ off axi s . The observer i s  not

conscious that the part o f th e field  under

examination al ways fal ls on  th e fovea. Th is

portion of the reti na,  responsib le for th e most

d etail ed  col our v is ion is on ly  about 1 .5mm

a cross and is  lo cated ab out 1 .25mm towards

the temporal s id e. Resolution at the  fovea i s

about 1’arc.  Immed iately bey ond  the fovea

resolution  rapidly falls  to about 5’arc,  reti na l

s en si tivity in creases but there i s no  co lour per-

ception .  The observer automatical ly  fix ates the

p art of  the image of i nterest on the fovea,  and

mu st c onsciously avert the direction of fix ation

wh en examining  faint objects.

When spectacles are worn  the correction lens  is

located near the anterior focus  about 15 .5 mm

in  fro nt  of the cornea.  Un l ess the eyepoint

distance is greater than  17mm (the anterio r

focal  len gth) ,  the extra-ax ial rays wi ll  be

v ig netted by the ir is an d the fi el d sto p  will

not be accessib le. Unl ess the observer’s  eye is

affected  by severe astigmatism (greater than

2  diop tres),  it is  best to  observ e witho u t

spectacles.  Any s pherical und er or  over

c orrec tio n  of the eye can  be corrected  b y

d efocusin g  the ey epiece, in  whi ch case the

ray bun d l e which is  normally parallel , ei ther

diverges or  conv erges on to  the cornea in

preci sely  th e same way i t  wo u l d  after

bei ng  refo cused  by the spectacle l ens.

The  eyepiece depi cted is  a Bertele-Gal oc

hy brid with a 60 ˚  apparent f i el d  co mmonly

used  in mo dern  h ig h  quality binocu lars an d

s po tti ng ‘sco pes.
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appendix

APPARENT LUMINANCE of TELESCOPIC IMAGE

The apparent luminance of the telescopic image of an extended object is dependent upon
the aperture, exit pupil and transmission factor. Of course it is assumed the exit pupil is
not larger than the eye pupil, otherwise the latter effectively stops down the entrance
pupil.

There is however another factor usually overlooked that must be taken into considera-
tion, and that is the directional property of the retinal receptors (rods & cones), termed
the Stiles-Crawford factor. Ray bundles entering the eye along the visual line are more
effective in producing a visual stimulus than those entering obliquely at the edge of the
pupil.

Hence:-

where So - Stiles Crawford efficiency factor at exit pupil radius
Se - Stiles Crawford efficiency factor at eye pupil radius
Epe- Eye pupil diameter
Epo- Exit pupil diameter
k - Transmission efficiency factor 

the limits of the exit pupil are: 0.5mm < Epo < 8mm
the limits of the exit pupil are: 1.5mm < Epe < 8mm

& when Epo > Epe ; then Epo / Epe = 1

This of course also assumes the eye pupil remains the same diameter when the object is
viewed l’oeil nu, and through the telescope. This is not always so, in which case:

where  Se’ - Stiles Crawford efficiency factor at the naked eye pupil radius

The STILES CRAWFORD ef ficiency factor is given by:

Apparent lumin ance of image

Apparent lu minance of object
:

Li

Lo
= k.

D2 .So§

Epe
2 .M2.Se

∴ when Epe < Epo;
Li

Lo
= k.

Epo
2

Epe
2

.
So

Se

&when Epe ≥ Epo;
Li

Lo
= k..

So

Se

when Epe < Epo;
Li

Lo
= k.

Epo
2

Epe
2

.
So

S ′ e 

&when Epe ≥ Epo;
Li

Lo
= k.

So

S ′ e 

S =
1 − e

−0.105 Ep
2( )2

0.105 Ep
2( )2
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appendix

APPARENT LUMINANCE of TELESCOPIC IMAGE

The chart below illustrates the relationship between the exit pupil, eye pupil and the
luminance ratio. It should be noted that no circumstance can occur in which the ratio
exceeds 1.0k, hence the luminance of the telescopic image is always less than the naked
eye image.
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appendix

APPARENT LUMINANCE of TELESCOPIC IMAGE (cont.):

The chart below illustrates the relationship between the exit pupil, eye pupil and the
luminance ratio. It should be noted that no circumstance can occur in which the ratio
exceeds 1.0k, hence the luminance of the telescopic image is always less than the naked
eye image.
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appendix

APPARENT LUMINANCE of 
TELESCOPIC IMAGE

The table below enumerates the relationship between the exit pupil, eye pupil and the luminance
ratio. It should be noted that no circumstance can occur in which the ratio exceeds 1.0k, hence
the luminance of the telescopic image is always less than the naked eye image.

APPARENT LUMINANCE OF TELESCOPIC IMAGE

   Exit Pupilliary aperture    mm Pupilliary aperture    mm
Pupil(mm)

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5
0.5 0.1141 0.0656 0.0432 0.0311 0.0238 0.0191 0.0159 0.0136 0.0119
1.0 0.4517 0.2599 0.1712 0.1231 0.0942 0.0755 0.0628 0.0538 0.0473
1.5 1.0000 0.5754 0.3790 0.2726 0.2086 0.1672 0.1391 0.1192 0.1047
2.0 0.9776 1.0000 0.6587 0.4737 0.3625 0.2906 0.2417 0.2071 0.1819
2.5 0.9498 0.9715 1.0000 0.7191 0.5503 0.4412 0.3670 0.3144 0.2761
3.0 0.9172 0.9382 0.9657 1.0000 0.7652 0.6135 0.5103 0.4373 0.3840
3.5 0.8807 0.9008 0.9272 0.9601 1.0000 0.8018 0.6669 0.5714 0.5018
4.0 0.8409 0.8602 0.8854 0.9168 0.9549 1.0000 0.8318 0.7127 0.6258
4.5 0.7988 0.8171 0.8410 0.8709 0.9070 0.9499 1.0000 0.8568 0.7524
5.0 0.7551 0.7724 0.7951 0.8233 0.8575 0.8980 0.9453 1.0000 0.8781
5.5 0.7107 0.7270 0.7483 0.7748 0.8070 0.8452 0.8897 0.9412 1.0000
6.0 0.6662 0.6815 0.7014 0.7263 0.7565 0.7922 0.8340 0.8822 0.9374
6.5 0.6223 0.6365 0.6552 0.6784 0.7066 0.7400 0.7790 0.8240 0.8756
7.0 0.5794 0.5927 0.6101 0.6317 0.6579 0.6890 0.7254 0.7673 0.8153
7.5 0.5381 0.5505 0.5666 0.5867 0.6111 0.6399 0.6737 0.7126 0.7572
8.0 0.4987 0.5102 0.5251 0.5438 0.5663 0.5931 0.6244 0.6605 0.7018
8.5 0.4615 0.4721 0.4859 0.5032 0.5240 0.5488 0.5777 0.6111 0.6494
9.0 0.4266 0.4363 0.4491 0.4651 0.4844 0.5073 0.5340 0.5649 0.6002
9.5 0.3940 0.4031 0.4149 0.4296 0.4474 0.4686 0.4933 0.5218 0.5544
10.0 0.3639 0.3722 0.3831 0.3967 0.4132 0.4327 0.4556 0.4819 0.5120

APPARENT LUMINANCE OF TELESCOPIC IMAGE

   Exit Pupilliary aperture    mm Pupilliary aperture    mm
Pupil(mm)

6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0
0.5 0.0107 0.0098 0.0090 0.0085 0.0080 0.0077 0.0074 0.0072 0.0071
1.0 0.0424 0.0387 0.0358 0.0336 0.0318 0.0305 0.0294 0.0286 0.0279
1.5 0.0938 0.0856 0.0792 0.0743 0.0705 0.0675 0.0651 0.0633 0.0618
2.0 0.1630 0.1487 0.1377 0.1292 0.1225 0.1173 0.1132 0.1100 0.1075
2.5 0.2475 0.2258 0.2091 0.1961 0.1860 0.1780 0.1718 0.1669 0.1631
3.0 0.3442 0.3140 0.2908 0.2727 0.2586 0.2476 0.2389 0.2321 0.2268
3.5 0.4498 0.4103 0.3800 0.3564 0.3380 0.3235 0.3122 0.3034 0.2965
4.0 0.5610 0.5118 0.4739 0.4445 0.4215 0.4035 0.3894 0.3784 0.3697
4.5 0.6745 0.6153 0.5697 0.5344 0.5068 0.4851 0.4682 0.4549 0.4445
5.0 0.7872 0.7181 0.6649 0.6237 0.5914 0.5662 0.5464 0.5309 0.5188
5.5 0.8964 0.8177 0.7572 0.7102 0.6735 0.6448 0.6222 0.6046 0.5908
6.0 1.0000 0.9122 0.8447 0.7923 0.7514 0.7193 0.6941 0.6744 0.6591
6.5 0.9340 1.0000 0.9260 0.8685 0.8236 0.7885 0.7609 0.7393 0.7225
7.0 0.8697 0.9312 1.0000 0.9379 0.8895 0.8515 0.8217 0.7984 0.7802
7.5 0.8078 0.8648 0.9287 1.0000 0.9483 0.9078 0.8761 0.8512 0.8318
8.0 0.7486 0.8015 0.8608 0.9268 1.0000 0.9573 0.9238 0.8976 0.8772
8.5 0.6927 0.7417 0.7965 0.8576 0.9253 1.0000 0.9650 0.9377 0.9163
9.0 0.6403 0.6855 0.7362 0.7927 0.8553 0.9243 1.0000 0.9716 0.9495
9.5 0.5915 0.6332 0.6800 0.7322 0.7900 0.8538 0.9237 1.0000 0.9772
10.0 0.5462 0.5848 0.6280 0.6762 0.7296 0.7885 0.8531 0.9235 1.0000
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SURFACE QUALITY OF OPTICAL ELEMENTS

Surface Quality refers to the cosmetic features of an optical element in terms of the
amount of defects that can be visually inspected on the element’s surface. A scratch is
any mark or tear on the surface and a dig is any pit or divot in the surface. The Scratch-
Dig specification defines the quality of a polished surface.

Scratches and Digs are defined by the U.S. Mil.SPEC. MIL-0-13810A. Scratch numbers
are essentially defined by the width of a scratch in 1/10,000mm (0.1µm). However the
lengths of scratches and combinations of smaller scratches also contribute to the scratch
number. Dig numbers are defined by the actual diameter of a dig in 1/100mm (10µm).
Smaller digs and irregularly shaped digs also affect the dig number. Specification of opti-
cal surface quality is denoted by the scratch number followed by the dig number. For
example a scratch-dig ratio of 60-40 is acceptable in commer cial eyepiece optics.

Typical scratch-dig ratios, from the highest quality essential for scatter free lenses,
through to the minimum acceptable quality suitable in emitter-detector optics are:

SCRATCH No.: 10; 20; 40; 60; 80; 120; 160.
DIG No.: 05; 10; 20; 40; 50; 70; 100.

the higher the scratch and dig numbers the lower the surface quality.
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EVOLUTION of the ASTRONOMICAL EYEPIECE

EYEPIECE EVOLUTION - 1610 to 1990+

eyepiece types in order of origin

No. NAME DATE APPARENT EYE CRITICAL COMMENTS
OF FIELD         RELIEF f/no

ORIGIN
1 KEPLER 1610 10˚ 0.9 35 Equi-convex recommended by Kepler.
2 SIMPLE 1620 10˚ 0.95 20 Bi-convex lens
3 HUYGHENIAN 1703 40˚ 0.3 12 First eyepiece designed to optical 

theory; 1-1 negative, intended to 
reduce spherical aberration of single 
lens O.G.

4 HERSCHEL 1768 15˚ 0 30 William Herschel’s glass bead 
magnifiers,
based upon those of Leeuwenhoek.

5 DOLLOND 1760-80 20˚ 0.9 15 First achromatic doublet.
6 RAMSDEN 1783 35˚ 0 7 First 1-1 positive.
7 MODIFIED 1800+? 30˚ 0.25 7 Reduced separation to give workable

RAMSDEN eye relief.
8 MITTENZUUEY1800? 40˚ 0.3 10 Meniscus lensed Huyghenian having 

reduced spherical error.
9 WOLLASTON 1810? 15˚ 0 30 Spherical magnifier with central stop.
10 BREWSTER 1825? 12˚ 0 20 Cut down spherical magnifier .
11 CODDINGTON 1825? 15˚ 0 20 Cut down spherical magnifier with 

central groove as field stop.
12 STANHOPE 1825+? 15˚ 0 20 Thick lens magnifier with differing 

lens radii.
13 CHEVALIER 1830 15˚ 0.8 10 Computed doublet developed for 

photogenic drawing, and later used 
for landscape photography.

14 AIRY 1835? 45˚ 0.3 10 Airy’s reworking of the Huyghenian 
to widen field of view.

15 ACHROMATIC 1849 30˚ 0.4 6 Carl Kellner ’s first achromatic eye-
RAMSDEN piece; 1-2 configuration having 

reduced lateral colour.
16 KELLNER 1849 45˚ 0.45 6 Improved version with bi-convex 

field lens.
17 TOLLES 1850+? 20˚ 0 8 Robert B. Tolles’ solid eyepiece 

designed as a microscope objective.
18 STEINHEIL 1860 20˚ 0.9 5 Gauss computed doublet.
19 PLÖSSL 1860 45˚ 0.68 6 2-2 achromatic and aplanatic, 

asymmetric wide angle designed by 
Gustav Simon Plössl.

20 SYMMETRICAL 1860 45˚ 0.77 6 Pair of achromats, crowns facing.
21 DIAL-SIGHT 1860 45˚ 0.8 6 Pair of achromats, flints facing.
22 ZEISS 1880 55˚ 0.5 5 Pair of achromats, crowns forward.
23 STEINHEIL 1880 25˚ 0.86 8 Achromatic, flint-crown-flint Loupe.

TRIPLET
24 SCHRÖDER 1885? 30˚ 0.8 8 Achromatic, crown-flint-crown 

TRIPLET Loupe.

25 SCHRÖDER 1885? 76˚ 0.54 6 2-2  achromatic, aplanatic, wide 
APLANATIC field. Mar keted as  Browning 

a c h r o m a t i c .

(i)
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eyepiece types in order of origin

No. NAME DATE APPARENT EYE CRITICAL COMMENTS
OF FIELD         RELIEF f/no

ORIGIN
26 STEINHEIL 1880 28˚ 0.6 6 Flint-crown-flint achromatic triplet 

MONOCENTRIC w ith all  surf aces  st ruck from a 
c ommon ce ntr e, and ther efore 
obeying the sine conditi on.

27 ZEISS 1911 20˚ 0.8 10 Achromatic, flint-crown-flint Loupe. 
MONOCENTRIC

28 HASTINGS 1910+? 30˚ 0.8 6 Achromatic, flint-crown-flint Loupe, 
TRIPLET designed by Professor Hastings.

29 LOUPE 1910? 35˚ 0.8 10 Crown-flint-crown Loupe.
TRIPLET

30 ABBÉ 1880 30˚ 0.8 6.5 First true Orthoscopic designed by
ORTHOSCOPIC Ernst C. Abbé of Jena.

31 COOKE 1900 50˚ 0.45 6 1-3 modified Kellner designed by 
H. Dennis-Taylor for
Cooke, Troughton & Simms.

32 KÖNIG 1915 50˚ 0.45 6 2-1 reversed Kellner designed by 
Albert König. Originally designated 
the Kellner II.

33 COOKE 1918 65˚ 0.69 5 1-3-2 reworked 1900 design by 
H. Dennis-Taylor, referred to as the 
Cooke-5 lens; the field lens was 
removable.

34 KELLNER II 1920? 50˚ 0.32 6 1-1-2 redesigned Kellner,
by Albert König.

35 ERFLÉ I 1917 60˚ O.3 5 1-2-2; first true wide angle design by
Heinrich Erflé, intended for military 
target acquisition telescope.

36 ERFLÉ II 1923? 70˚ 0.6 5 2-1-2 redesign with wider field and 
greater eye relief.

37 ERFLÉ III 1923? 55˚ 0.32 5 1-2-2 redesign having a flatter field,
intended for use with graticule.

38 KAPELLA 1923? 70˚ 0.68 5 1-2-2 redesign of Erflé III, 
with wider field.

39 KASPEREIT 1923? 65˚ 0.3 6 2-2-2 redesign of Erflé III with wider
field and less lateral colour.

40 ACHROMATIC 1920? 25˚ 0.45 7 1-2 Huyghenian with achromatic eye 
HUYGHENIAN lens designed by Hastings.

41 HASTINGS 1925? 25˚ 0.1 8 Hastings’ reworked Tolles having 
flint negative eyecap to provide some
workable eye clearance.

42 ORTHOSKOP II 1920? 60˚ 0.64 5 2-2 orthoscopic modification of the 
Plössl designed by Albert König.

43 LEITZ 1920 50˚ 0.82 5 3-1 orthoscopic with wider field.
ORTHOSCOPIC

44 GOERZ 1924 60˚ 0.59 5 1-3-1 orthoscopic by C.P. Goerz, 
intended for military binocular.

45 GOERZ 1924 55˚ 0.46 5 2-3-2 orthoscopic designed by 
C.P. Goerz intended for military 
binocular.
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No. NAME DATE APPARENT EYE CRITICAL COMMENTS
OF FIELD         RELIEF f/no

ORIGIN
46 BERTELE 1925 70˚ 0.8 5 1-1- 2 wi de angle  des ign by 

Ludw ig Bert ele , i nte nded for 
mil i t a ry binocul ar.

47 KÖNIG 1925? 55˚ 0.67 5 1-2-1 wide angle design by Albert 
König intended for mi lit ary 
b i n o c u l a r .

48 KÖNIG II 1925? 55˚ 0.92 5 2-1-1 redesign having extended eye 
clearance.

49 SCHULTZ 1925? 55˚ 0.8 5 1-2-1 wide-angle used in Leitz 
binocular.

50 ZEISS 1930 40˚ 0.82 5 3-1 orthoscopic to Abbé’s design.
ORTHOSCOPIC

51 ZEISS 1930? 70˚ 0.32 5 1-2-2 modified Zeiss symmetrical 
with opt iona l fie ld l ens .

52 ZEISS 1934 53˚ 0.66 4 1-3 R ic hter des igned re verse d
ASPHERIC orthosc opic  ha ving a conv e x 

pa rabol i c t hi rd sur fac e .
53 ZEISS 1930+? 60˚ 0.72 5 2-2-2 Straubel designed wide angle 

intended for military binocular.
54 BARR & 1935? 64˚ 0.83 4.5 3-1 aspheric orthoscopic with 

STROUD parabolic convex seventh surface.
55 STRAUBEL 1935? 70˚ 0.56 5 2-2-1 wide angle design by Straubel 

for military binocular.
56 GALOC 1935? 75˚ 0.8 4 3-2 orthoscopic designed by Galoc 

for target acquisition telescope.
57 KÖNIG 1937 67˚ 0.69 5 3-2-1 wide field designed by König 

WIDEFIELD intended for military binocular.
58 EURYSCOPIC III 1940 50˚ 0.46 4 1-2 modif ie d a chr oma tic  m a n-

uf actur ed by Ferson Optical Co.,
B i loxi,  Mississippi .

59 KALLISCOPIC 1941 43˚ 0.83 4.5 3-1 modified Abbé orthoscopic.
60 ZEISS? 1942? 63˚ 0.7 5 2-3-1-1 wide angle, possibly 

(UNKNOWN) designed by Richter or König.
61 BRANDON 1942 50˚ 0.8 5 Modified asymmetric Abbé duplet,

ORTHOSCOPIC designed by Chester Brandon, 
manufactured by Vernonscope.

62 ASTRO 1955 55˚ 0.8 4 2-1-2 Zeiss modified Erflé II.
PLANOKULAR

63 TRIPLANE 1960 40˚ 0.3 6 1-2 Kellner type marketed by Swift.
64 R.K.E. 1975 45˚ 0.9 6 2-1 Kellner II type designed by 

David Rank.RKE = Reversed Kellner
Eyepiece.

65 SHOEMAKER 1975 43˚ 1.0 10 C ompute r des igned f lat  f ie ld 
e y e p i e c e .
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66 FLEISCHMAN 1977 50˚ 1.13 4 1-1-2-1: First computer auto-

optimisation for Zeiss.
67 MODIFIED 1980 60˚ 0.1 5 1-1 fluor it e  l ens  w ide  a ngle 

a symme t ri c  
RAMSDEN R ams den, with ze ro recti linear 

dis tort ion,  des i gn e d b y 
W al t er  Ka s tne r.

68 KALLIPLAN 1980 25˚ 0.8 15 2-2 Symmetrical achromatic, flint 
concaves aspherized; designed by
J.D. Greenwood.

69 NAGLER I 1980 82˚ 1.2 4.5 2-1-2-2 ultra-wide angle with Smyth 
lens, designed by Al Nagler.

70 TUSCON 1982 40˚ 1.0 6 2-2-2 compensating flat field 
ASPHERIC designed by Clarke having aspheric 

eighth surface.
71 CLARKE 1982 50˚ 1.0 6 1-1-1 compensating flat field 

Huyghenian with Barlow lens.
72 NAGLER II 1984 82˚ 1.0 4.5 2-1-2-1-2 ultra-wide angle with Smyth 

lens, modified Nagler I to reduce spherical
aberration of t he exit pupil .

73 MEADE ULTRA1985 84˚ 1.5 4 2-1-2-1-2 ultra-wide angle with 
WIDE ANGLE Smyth lens similar to Nagler II,

marketed by Meade.
74 PRETORIA 1985 50˚ 0.7 4 2-1-2-1 coma correcting flat field 

eyepiece designed by 
Klee & McDowell.

75 PANOPTIC 1988 68˚ 0.7 4 2-1-1-2 wide-angle manufactured by 
Takahashi and others.

76 WIDE 1990 50˚ 0.5 4 1-2-2 modified asymmetric Plössl 
ORTHOSCOPIC wi th a dditi onal fiel d l ens;  manu

f actur ed by Takahashi  and othe rs .
77 WIDE SCAN 1990 65˚ 1.2 5 2-1-2 & 2-2-1-2 redesigned 

astroplanokular, manufactured by 
Takahashi and others.

78 LE 1990 52˚ 1.2 5 2-1-2 & 2-2-1 redesigned 
astroplanokular, (Long eye relief)
ma nufactured by Takahashi and 
o t h e r s .

79 LV 1990 52˚ 20mm 5 2-2-1-2 redesigned astroplanokular,
(Lanthanum) us ing  L antha num glas s . 

Manuf ac tur ed by Ta ka hashi  
and othe r s .

80 SW ASPHERIC 1990 67˚ 0.75 4 2-1-2- 1 Ta kahashi super-wide 
angle havi ng moulded aspheric 
meniscus  eye lens .

81 LEITZ 1990 88˚ & 90˚ 0.7 3.5 2- 1-1-3 Lei tz- Wetz lar hyper- w i d e
a ngle de sign having a moulde d 
pl ast i c meniscus shell  bonded 
into the concave surface  of  t he
e ye double t.
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